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Abstrat
Context for Semanti Similarity Calulation in Senario Template Creation
Long Qiu
Senario Template Creation (STC) is a Natural Language Proessing (NLP)
task to detet the ommonalities among artiles on similar events and generalize
them into an abstrat representation { a senario template (ST). For this task, the
estimation of verb-entri text span similarity is the key. Sine text span similarity
alulation plays an important role in many NLP appliations, various approahes
have been proposed. They range from bag-of-words to more ompliated ones
involving thesauri and features at dierent linguisti levels. As eetive as they are,
there are still demands and opportunities for further improvement. For example, the
ontextual information, by intuition would be an important soure of information
to enhane text span similarity estimation. But it has yet to be exploited as well
as the internal features have been.
In this thesis, I rst devise an intrinsi similarity measure for prediate-
argument tuples (PATs). It is applied to a Paraphrase Reognition (PR) task,
demonstrating its feasibility. Then I propose a ontext model to apture ontexts
that ould be more informative as ompared to other surrounding tokens. With
dierent ontextual relations dened, I hypothesize that the semanti similarity
between two PATs an also be reeted by their extrinsi similarity, i.e., whether
they are ontextually similarly onneted to similar ontexts. I show experimentally
that there is strong orrelation between suh an extrinsi similarity and the semanti
similarity of PATs.
To integrate intrinsi and extrinsi similarities for PAT lustering, I propose
a graphial framework, using a novel ore algorithm alled Context Sensitive Clus-
tering (CSC). This lustering proess is guided by the Alternating Optimization
(AO) method. I ondut experiments omparing this AO-based CSC algorithm
with a variation of the standard K-means algorithm. Under the widely-used pu-
rity and inverse purity metris (Hotho, Staab, and Stumme, 2003), the proposed
algorithm outperforms this K-means in all the senarios tested.
As an important outome of this researh, the senario orpus ompiled for
the experiments is made publily available. This NUS Senario Corpus ontains 15
senarios, eah with 10 distint events represented by multiple news artiles. It is
our hope that this orpus ould spur further researh in STC and similar diretions.
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1Chapter 1
Introdution
With the expansion of the Web in the last deade, we see a huge amount of newswire
artiles being published online. Suh artiles attrat our attention and inuene
many aspets of our lives. When we want to analyze and ompare them in detail
for our spei information needs, we often nd too many relevant artiles. To go
through them eÆiently is beyond our ability.
To answer these hallenges, researhers have ome up with many proposals.
Current researh on automated text summarization (ATS) deals with multiple news
artiles onerning a partiular event olleted from dierent soures. Suh a typial
multi-doument summarization system often identies information that most news
artiles selet to over, assuming it to be essential to the event. Details mentioned
by the minority are ltered out. The resulting onise summary provides us with
a fair overall understanding of the event without the need to read any of these
detailed artiles.
A step beyond summarizingmultiple artiles on a single event is to enumerate
a partiular lass of events, whih are similar enough to be viewed as instanes
of a senario (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996). Examples of senarios inlude
aviation disasters, storms and presidential eletions. Events of the same senario
2share ommonalities whih are reeted in the orresponding news artiles. In a
typial aviation disaster news artile, the author desribes ertain fats suh as time
and loation of the aident, the model of the airraft, the owner of the airraft,
the number of rew and passengers aboard and the number of asualties. These
piees of information are mentioned in the news artile beause they are ruial
information people want to know about the event. Putting it in another way, these
ommonalities, when ombined, dene the assoiated senario. Should there exist
suh a strutured representation of these ommonalities, a lot of appliations will
diretly benet.
A Senario Template (ST) is suh a strutured representation for senarios.
This term was oined at the sixth Message Understanding Conferene (MUC-6)
(Grishman and Sundheim, 1996) and used in MUC-6 and MUC-7 to guide Infor-
mation Extration (IE) tasks. As originally featured in MUC-3, eah MUC ST was
dened as a set of slots. Later in MUC-5, it evolved into a hierarhy of templates
to better represent a riher set of information. More details about MUC STs will
be overed in Chapter 2.
An ST is an important representation of the senario sine it has tangible
benets for many downstream appliations. Assuming the availability of the orre-
sponding STs, we an easily identify the event any news artile is reporting, extrat
its key points, summarize it, and even ompare it against the extrated key points of
other events. An ST an also be viewed as regularizing a set of similar artiles as a
set of attribute/value tuples, enabling multi-doument, multi-event summarization
from lled STs.
1.1 From Manual to Automati
MUC STs were manually reated by domain experts. Therefore the entities in
suh an ST are pertinent to the senario and the semanti relations between them
3are orretly represented through pointers between sub-templates (normally from a
slot of one sub-template to another sub-template (Onyshkevyh, 1993)). However,
manual reation of ST has its drawbaks. Like any other manual linguisti task,
this human reation proess is expensive. First, it requires a solid understanding
of the target senario normally gained through laborious reading of multiple news
artiles about relevant events. Seond, all ommonalities among these news artiles
need to be orretly identied. Last, these identied ommonalities should be
generalized into slots and organized to form a template, possibly also with the
pertinent semanti relations enoded. We have to go through this expensive proess
eah time we want to reate an ST for a new senario.
Furthermore, even if an ST has been manually reated, it is thereafter a xed
data struture and ontains little information to assist in future modiations. The
template ontains exatly what the human expert judges as important during the
template reation proess. Little information about other aspets are left after the
reation proess is ompleted. If there are other appliations requiring a dierent
level of senario detail, an expansion of the template will be needed to inlude
more details. A human expert then has to repeat the reation proess, in whih the
existing ST may not help muh. This makes ST maintenane possibly as expensive
as its reation.
Yet another weak point is that the manual STs speify what the ommon-
alities are but usually do not provide suÆient examples regarding how they are
phrased in the artiles. For example, in the manual MUC ST for aviation disas-
ter, it may inlude slots for the time and the loation of the aident. But the
information about how these slot llers are written in natural language is miss-
ing. The ST does not reet the fat that they are usually prepositional phrases
that modify the verbal phrases desribing the most important ation { the rash.
Sine suh realization information is very helpful for tasks suh as IE or Natural
4Language Generation (NLG), this drawbak greatly limits the possible appliations
of manual STs. Although it is possible for the human experts to remedy this by
also assoiating some examples with them, an automated reation proess is learly
highly desirable for its potentially higher overage in this respet.
As an alternative, Senario Template Creation (STC) is the proess to au-
tomatially reate STs. STC saves the expensive human eort otherwise required
to reate these templates. Additionally, the STs thus reated have many attrative
features. Being an automated proess, STC fully supports future ST modia-
tion. The intermediate results aumulated during dierent analysis stages an be
arhived. Later, the STC system an easily retrieve suh intermediate results to
reate more detailed or more onise version of the ST to suit dierent requirements.
In ontrast, human experts disard these results one a xed ST is reated. Also,
as a omputer-generated data struture, automated STs an store more detailed
realization information of the slot llers than their manual ounterparts do.
Despite these benets, the task of STC has not reeived muh attention by
the ommunity. I believe this is beause it is onsidered a diÆult task that requires
deep natural language understanding of the soure artiles. Naturally, to automate
the proess of STC alls for the lustering of semantially similar text spans from
a relevant artile set. However, it is ommon that semantially similar text spans
may employ dierent syntati strutures, or use dierent words to onvey their
ontents. In other words, they ontain two types of variations: syntati variation
and lexial variation. Both have to be addressed properly before a good STC system
an be ahieved.
Most related work views senarios as mainly dened by ations. While the
target appliation may vary, most approahes group verb-entri text spans. In
Chapter 3, I disuss these methods in detail. Although these approahes address
lexial and syntati variations in dierent ways, they all fous on one of the two
5variations and rely on relatively simple methods for the other. Few attempts to
deal simultaneously with both variations' omplexities.
To address this problem, this thesis proposes a new framework for textual
similarity alulation. In this framework, the intrinsi textual similarity is regarded
as only part of the overall similarity between text spans, and the extrinsi textual
similarity is used as a omplement to it. In partiular, when two semantially
similar text spans exhibit both lexial and syntati variations, it ould be diÆult
to alulate an intrinsi similarity that truly reets their semanti similarity. Their
ontextual, or extrinsi similarity is used to oset the intrinsi similarity to orret
for this problem. To develop this framework, I adopt a divide and onquer approah.
First, I fous on the intrinsi similarity of text spans. To normalize both syntati
and lexial variations in them, I ombine suitable existing state-of-the-art text
analyzers, inluding a semanti role labeler (SRL) and a statistial thesaurus (Lin,
1998a), into a module to alulate sub-sentene level intrinsi textual similarity. I
apply it to the paraphrase reognition (PR) task and the evaluation shows that it
an ahieve high preision.
However, while preision is high, the use of intrinsi similarity ahieves only
low reall. To remedy this, I then inorporate extrinsi similarity into textual
similarity alulation. In partiular, I propose a graphial framework to integrate
systematially both the extrinsi and intrinsi similarities for textual similarity
alulation, leading to improved text span lustering for STC.
After text span lusters are formed, a generalization proess transforms them
into template slots. While the ontent of an ST is readily extratable from the text
span lusters for omputers, this generalization proess renders an ST more readable
to human beings. Given external knowledge bases suh as ontologies, a generalizer
suggests a term to represent onepts of the same semanti ategory, and a template
slot is reated with this term as its label.
61.2 Problem Statement
The motivation of this textual similarity framework is derived from the observation
that, in news artiles on similar events, semantially similar text spans ommonly
also have ontexts that are lose in meaning. This setion formally states this
observation as a hypothesis and briefs the struture of a natural language proessing
(NLP) pipeline to support it empirially.
I believe that semantially similar text spans in separate but similar artiles
often have similar ontexts. This ontextual similarity is able to provide evidene
to detet similar text spans, omplementing their intrinsi similarity. In this the-
sis, I equate text spans' extrinsi similarity as their ontextual similarity. Within
the problem of STC, I investigate how to seletively dene ontext, enode ontex-
tual relations, alulate the ontextual similarity and ombine it with the intrinsi
similarity to perform text span lustering under a graphial framework.
Hypothesis: For news artiles reporting similar events, semanti similarity
must aount for both intrinsi and extrinsi similarity.
Now I briey desribe how I alulate intrinsi textual similarity, extrinsi
textual similarity, and how they are ombined as the overall similarity between text
spans.
An event is mainly understood through its ations. So while looking for
ommonalities, I onentrate on the sub-sentential text spans whih orrespond to
individual ations. In the pre-proessing stage, eah news artile is transformed into
a separate graph omponent representation: the text spans are verties and their
ontextual relations are edges. I then apply a generi Context Sensitive Clustering
(CSC) algorithm to luster the verties in dierent graphs based on both their
intrinsi and extrinsi similarity. The intrinsi similarity is mainly derived from the
statistial thesaurus (Lin, 1998a). It measures how similar text spans are based
7purely on their ontents. To alulate the extrinsi similarity, ideally one should
be able to ompare the ontexts of the two text spans. However, as I argue later
in Setion 5.2, the ontexts I use are the peer text spans but not the neighboring
words, as the latter ould be weak in their disambiguating power. With respet
to the graph representation, alulating the desired extrinsi similarity involves
estimating the similarity between two verties' ontextual text spans. This is simply
the fundamental text span similarity problem itself for dierent text spans. Suh a
irular dependeny in text span similarity alulation strongly hints an iterative
approah.
I show that the Alternating Optimization method (AO) (Bezdek and Hath-
away, 2002) is suh an iterative approah suitable to nd a best possible lustering
in this ase. In partiular, I assume the edges between eah pair of lusters form a
unique (normal) distribution. Aordingly, there are two steps in one AO iteration.
One step estimates the parameters of eah distribution, and the other step uses
these distributions to estimate the extrinsi similarity: whether a vertex and an
existing luster of verties are similarly onneted to the ontextual lusters of the
latter.
1.3 Contributions
To the best of my knowledge, the work desribed in this thesis is the rst attempt
to reate senario templates lose to those rafted by human experts. Viewing STC
as a sophistiated NLP problem, I build a omplete pipeline whih is apable of
modeling intrinsi as well as extrinsi similarities of text spans. The ontributions
of this thesis are as follows:
Intrinsi Textual Similarity: I use an SRL to extrat prediate-argument tu-
ples (PATs) and a thesaurus for their intrinsi similarity alulation. Unlike
existing approahes that normally fous only on one variation and understate
8the other, this ombination eetively normalizes both syntati variation and
lexial variation that our among semantially similar PATs.
Context Representation: I pioneer the use of PATs as the ontexts of eah other
for their textual similarity alulation. Compared to using windows to delimit
neighboring words as ontexts, this denition of ontext is linguistially mo-
tivated. It relaxes the sentene boundary limitation manifested in windowing
methods. Along similar lines, I also measure the relatedness of their ontexts
using argument similarity between PATs.
Textual Similarity Framework: I show that ontextual information is both de-
sirable and feasible to improve textual similarity alulation. To this end,
I devise a Context Sensitive Clustering (CSC) algorithm. CSC systemati-
ally integrates intrinsi similarity and extrinsi (ontextual) similarity of text
spans and outperforms a strong baseline system not equipped with ontextual
information. CSC is also generi enough to be appliable to any lustering
problems where an extrinsi similarity an be formulated to omplement an
(imperfet) intrinsi similarity.
Senario Corpus: I reate a publily available Senario Corpus. This orpus
ontains news artiles representing lose to 20 dierent senarios, ranging
from natural disasters to politial and sport events. I hope this orpus an
attrat more eorts to the problem of STC from the researh ommunity.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The remaining hapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the bakground information on senario templates. I
introdue the Senario Template task of the Message Understanding Conferene
9(MUC). The task of STC is formally dened here, inluding the input, expeted
output, and what linguisti information the resulting STs have. The tehnial
hallenges that an STC system faes are highlighted.
Chapter 3 reviews related work on STC. Dierent approahes and tehnolo-
gies are ompared and their advantages and drawbaks are disussed. The researh
gaps that I all attention to are: a) lexial and syntati variations among text
spans are not yet handled properly for intrinsi similarity alulation; and b) ex-
trinsi similarity is largely ignored.
Chapter 4 motivates the deision of using an SRL to dene text spans. An
intrinsi similarity measure for the resultant text spans is developed and its ee-
tiveness is illustrated by its appliation to the paraphrase reognition (PR) task.
As a peripheral thesis ontribution, I develop a two-phase approah to PR, whih is
omposed of similarity detetion and dissimilarity signiane lassiation. As an
outome of the error analysis, highly overlapping but non-paraphrasing sentenes
are ategorized, indiating interesting but hallenging ases for PR systems.
Chapter 5 presents the graph-based framework for textual similarity alu-
lation for STC. I detail how input artiles are onverted into graphs. Then I de-
sribe the Context Sensitive Clustering algorithm whih lusters similar text spans
through a graph alignment proess. The implemented prototype system is alled
Context-Aware Senario Templater, or CASTle. In Chapter 6, experimental re-
sults show its advantages of integrating textual extrinsi similarity for similarity
alulation.
Chapter 7 presents an ontology-based generalization algorithm implemented
from related work, and details the important extensions to the algorithm that I
made to suit the appliation of STC. Chapter 8 desribes the NUS Senario Cor-
pus: details about its onstrution and what senarios are represented. In Chap-
ter 9, I disuss how some NLP appliations suh as Automated Text Summarization
10
(ATS), Question Answering (QA) and Information Extration (IE) an potentially
benet from STs, espeially those automatially reated by STC systems. Relevant
tehnial details are also overed.
Chapter 10 onludes this thesis. I highlight the ontributions I make in this
thesis researh. I also outline a few diretions for the future work.
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Chapter 2
Bakground
Similar to other nasent researh problems, dierent terminologies o-exist in the
senario template literature, ausing diÆulties when reading related work. To my
knowledge, a standard terminology for STC has not yet been established. Here, I
introdue and standardize the terminology that will be used throughout this thesis,
and also link to existing terms when appropriate.
In the Topi Detetion and Traking (TDT) researh, an event is dened
as something that ours at spei plae and time assoiated with some spei
ations (TDT, 1999), and a set of similar events an be regarded as instanes of the
same senario. For example, the Air Frane Flight 4590 (a Conorde jet) aident
in 2000 is an event as well as an instane of the senario aviation disaster.
Typially, a news artile on an aviation disaster instane ontains the rashing of a
partiular airraft. It reports the time and the loation of the rash, the model of
the airraft, the number of passengers aboard, the asualties, et. These speis
an be regarded as what people expet when they read about an aviation disaster
event. So the bottom line is that all these speis should be inluded to make
a satisfatory representation of the senario. I refer to suh speis as salient
aspets (SAs) of the assoiated senario. Aordingly, a senario template (ST)
12
is an abstrat data struture meant to apture these SAs.
Work on STs arguably originates on work in knowledge representation on
sripts (Shank and Abelson, 1977), whih represents frequently repeated events
and situations (e.g., going to a restaurant) as sripts. Sripts an be interpreted as
a data struture that ontains information on roles for ators and instruments, the
ausal hain of ations, and ontexts that ativate the sripts. The term \senario
template" itself was rst oined in one of the Message Understanding Conferenes,
MUC6 (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996). At the onferene, manual STs were pro-
vided for an IE task whose goal was to ll these STs automatially given a set
of relevant news artiles. In the literature, the terms domain (Filatova, Hatzivas-
siloglou, and MKeown, 2006; Harabagiu and Laatusu, 2005) and topi (TDT,
1999) are also used as alternatives to senario, likewise the term instane is used
interhangeably with event. Aordingly, senario template, domain template or
topi theme (more preisely, a set of topi themes) are semantially idential in the
literature. For this thesis, I adopt the MUC terminology simply beause it is MUC
that rst drew my attention to this researh.
As mentioned earlier, we are partiularly interested in the SAs of the events,
inluding the spei ations in events, the partiipants and features of the partii-
pants. To better represent this rih set of information, eah MUC ST is designed as
a hierarhy of smaller templates. The top level template is the ST itself, whose slots
are to be lled with templates representing the spei ations. The slots of these
ation templates are to be lled with templates representing entities, suh as Orga-
nization, People, Loation, Time, et. These entity templates are the templates at
the lowest level. Their slot llers are text spans found in the news artiles. Figure
2.1 shows (a segment of) suh a manually-built hierarhial ST, whih ontains only
one ation template.
While Shank's sripts helped to oneptualize frequently ourring events,
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LAUNCH EVENT-9601090574-1 (ation template):=
VEHICLE INFO: VEHICLE INFO-9601090574-1
PAYLOAD INFO: PAYLOAD INFO-9601090574-1
LAUNCH DATE: TIME-9601090574-1
LAUNCH SITE: LOCATION-9601090574-4
VEHICLE INFO-9601090574-1 (entity template):=
VEHICLE: ENTITY-9601090574-17
VEHICLE TYPE: SHUTTLE
VEHICLE OWNER: ENTITY-9601090574-3
PAYLOAD INFO-9601090574-1 (entity template):=
PAYLOAD: ENTITY-9601090574-15
PAYLOAD TYPE: SATELLITE
PAYLOAD FUNC: RESEARCH
PAYLOAD ORIGIN: LOCATION-9601090574-1
ENTITY-9601090574-3 (entity template):=
ENT NAME: NASA
ENT TYPE: ORGANIZATION
ENT CATEGORY: ORG GOVT
LOCATION-9601090574-4 (entity template):=
LOCALE: Kennedy Spae Center
LOCALE TYPE: AIRPORT
COUNTRY: United States
TIME-9601090574-1 (entity template):=
START: 11011996
END: 11011996
DESCRIPTOR: Thursday
...
Figure 2.1: An example MUC senario template for Launh (lled).
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work on MUC rmly ast the problem as an NLP one. However, MUC's senario
template task fouses only on template lling, i.e., to extrat text spans to populate
a senario template given a set of relevant artiles. The STs they used are reated
by human experts, making the whole IE proess at best a semi-automated one.
Sine then, the ommunity has searhed for ways to automate the template reation
proess in order to gain exibility, eÆieny and salability. Formally, this task of
automatially reating a ommon semanti representation for a senario is termed
senario template reation (STC) in this thesis.
The automated ST, the output of an STC system, is similar but not idential
to its manual ounterpart. By design, it ontains the SAs of the senario as well
as the relations between them. Taking the senario Launh as an example, the
automated ST would have slots about SAs suh as the type of the vehile, the
payload, the date and loation of the launh, et. It would also have slots for
organizations whih are related via \ownership" to the vehile or the payload.
Suh SA relations onerning the senario are stored as supplementary information.
Basially, the important information in manual STs is retained in automated STs.
However, without the inferene ability of humans or an external knowledge base
(KB), an STC system an only reate slots for information that exists in the news
artiles, and nothing beyond that. For example, the artiles may only mention the
loations of the launhes as \Kennedy Spae Center" without speifying whether
the loations are airports, marine platforms, et. In this ase, the STC system
will not be able to gure out that, apart from a slot (or sub-template) for the
entity LOCATION, an additional slot espeially for the type of the loation (i.e.
LOCALE TYPE in the manual ST) needs to be reated.
Figure 2.2 illustrates a onrete example for these dierenes. It shows an
automated ST for the senario Storm and how it looks if it is lled with respet to
a partiular storm event. The ST, a manual modiation of the real output of my
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prototype STC system, inludes slots for the storm's name, its urrent loation, and
its diretion of travel and magnitude. However, these slots are not organized as a
MUC hierarhy. The relations between the slots are impliitly retained. And there
are no slots for information beyond the ontents of the input news artiles. For
example, the type of the loation (oast) an not be easily separated from loation
to beome an individual slot in the ST.
Senario Template: Storm
Storm Name
Storm Ation
Loation
Time
Speed
Casualties
Ation
Aeted
Ation
Senario Template: Storm (lled)
Storm Name Charley
Storm Ation landed
Loation Florida's Gulf oast
Time Friday at 1950GMT
Speed 145 mph
Casualties 13 people
Ation died
Aeted over one million
Ation aeted
Figure 2.2: An example automated senario template.
The input to an STC system is a set of relevant news artiles. These artiles
should over several distint event instanes belonging to the senario. If this
requirement is not met, the STC system may funtion improperly. On the one
hand, a set of artiles onned to a single event would ertainly bias an STC
system to extrat information and peuliarities that only that single event possesses.
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Beause they appear frequently in suh an input, the STC system might ount
suh peuliarities as senario SAs. On the other hand, an input set that ontains
artiles on other irrelevant events adds noise that obsures the atual SAs. These
two situations embody the undesirable ases where either too few or too many
variations exist. As long as the amount of variations in the ontents is within a
reasonable range, it will help the STC system to fous onto the atual SAs.
While having the right amount of variations in the input is ruial, the
variation also ause the major hallenges of STC. Figure 2.3 shows two sentenes
from artiles about two dierent storm events. In partiular, both sentenes onvey
one important piee of information: the number of asualties aused by the storm.
Sentene 1 uses the verb \die" in its ative voie, where the vitims are the subjet
of the verb. In ontrast, sentene 2 uses another verb \kill", in its ative voie as
well. However, aording to the sub-ategorization frame of the verb, the vitims
are realized as its objet in this ase.
1) State oÆials say 13 have died
in Florida in the wake of Hurriane
Charley whih swept aross the state,
ausing widespread destrution.
2) Japan is learing up after the dead-
liest typhoon in a deade killed at least
67 people.
Figure 2.3: Challenges to Senario Template Creation: lexial and syntati varia-
tions in semantially similar text spans.
This example illustrates that semantially similar sub-sentential text spans
sometimes dier in either their lexial seletion or syntati onstrution, or both.
How to reveal their underlying similarity in spite of these lexial and syntati
variations are the main hallenges an STC system has to address. The following
hapter reviews related work that proposes some partial solutions.
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Chapter 3
Related Work
As a researh problem, senario template reation (STC) is interesting but teh-
nially daunting. The earliest attempt to automate it was arried out by Col-
lier (1998). After that, only two works (Harabagiu and Laatusu, 2005; Filatova,
Hatzivassiloglou, and MKeown, 2006) have diretly attaked the problem. How-
ever, this does not neessarily mean that the related work is equally sare. Sine
the essential analysis for STC is to identify semanti similarity given lexial and
syntati variation, quite a number of Information Extration (IE) works are highly
relevant. These works fous on textual similarity at various levels. The approahes
proposed in them eetively enrih the sope of the tehniques that nourish STC
researh.
A basi idea I nd intuitive for STC is to luster similar text spans in the
input artile set. Salient Aspets (SAs) then emerge through lustering: if a luster
of text spans is large, implying suÆiently high overall artile set overage, the
orresponding aspets in it an be onsidered as SAs. These SAs will then be
generalized into one or more slots in the ST, depending on how the text span is
dened.
Semanti similarity of text spans has been a prominent researh topi, and
18
has attrated interest at dierent levels of granularity. Depending on the tar-
get appliation, a rih olletion of approahes have been proposed. For exam-
ple, (Resnik, 1995; Lin, 1998a; Lee, 1999) all addressed similarity between words;
(Hatzivassiloglou et al., 2001; Hatzivassiloglou, Klavans, and Eskin, 1999) dealt
with similarity between sentenes or paragraphs; (Mihalea, Corley, and Strappar-
ava, 2006) and others overed in Chapter 4 foused on identifying paraphrases; and
(Yang et al., 2000; Hotho, Staab, and Stumme, 2003), et. estimated similarity
between entire douments. However, assuming senarios are mainly dened by a-
tions, the text spans representing a partiular ation should therefore be the fous
of an STC system. Although it may not diretly address STC, the majority of the
related work, e.g., (Rilo and Shmelzenbah, 1998), shared this assumption and
performed ation lustering aordingly. So it is the fous on verb-entri text
span that distinguishes both STC and the related IE systems as the topi of this
hapter. I disuss the details about the text span similarity alulation in these
approahes, highlighting their features, their strengths and also the points where
improvement is possible.
3.1 Verb-Centri Text Span Similarity
As appealing as STs are, the task of automatially reating them has yet to attrat
suÆient eorts from the researh ommunity, resulting in little work about it in
the literature. To my knowledge, two piees of work dealing with STC in its most
strit denition are (Collier, 1998) and (Filatova, Hatzivassiloglou, and MKeown,
2006). Besides them, quite a few NLP { espeially IE { researh eorts an be
desribed as aquiring harateristi onepts or extration patterns for partiular
senarios. Table 3.1 gives a summary of the related researh work.
Before proeeding to a review of the related approahes, one thing to keep
in mind is that some of them are suboptimal for STC. This is beause these ap-
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proahes, espeially the IE oriented ones, are not designed to diretly address STC
as the utmost goal. While solving their own task, these approahes do not have to
deal with all the hallenges that an STC system faes. Some others make ertain
assumptions, simplifying the STC problem before addressing it. Nonetheless, it is
important to study them. After all, they give insightful observations to the textual
similarity problem.
I organize my disussion of the related work by individual faets. I start
by examining their task, whih aets what information would be useful for their
textual similarity alulation. Then I ompare them by other faets: expeted
input, usage of Named Entity (NE) tags and thesauri, denition of text span and
how the nal similarity judgment is reahed.
Task. (Collier, 1998) and (Filatova, Hatzivassiloglou, and MKeown, 2006)
disussed two approahes designed with STC expliitly in mind. Meanwhile, topi
theme generation desribed in (Harabagiu and Laatusu, 2005) had a goal very sim-
ilar to STC. Coneptual ase frame aquisition (Rilo and Shmelzenbah, 1998)
desribed the IE task losest to STC. Looking from a dierent angle, these four
studies share the same underlying goal: to detet ations that are pertinent to one
event or a set of similar ones. In omparison, (Yangarber et al., 2000; Sudo, Sekine,
and Grishman, 2003) both entered on gathering senario-spei extration pat-
terns instead of IE as their utmost goal. The researh reported in (Harabagiu
and Maiorano, 2002), inspired by (Rilo and Shmelzenbah, 1998), aimed to ap-
ture several semanti ategories to form ad-ho templates. These templates were
reated for automated text summarization (ATS) so semanti ategories were the
main onern instead of in whih patterns they an be extrated. Similarly, the
task of Unrestrited Relation Disovery proposed in (Shinyama and Sekine, 2006)
foused on identifying the NEs that appear frequently in a senario.
Input. The input that all these approahes expet is a set of multiple arti-
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les, with a trivial exeption of (Collier, 1998) whose input is multiple paragraphs.
Another dierene is that most approahes require relevant artiles as input. An
exeption is the work in (Yangarber et al., 2000) whih bootstrapped from a mixed
olletion of artiles. These two dierenes do not have deisive impat on their
individual similarity algorithm. A more relevant distintion is the number of events
within the input artile set. (Harabagiu and Maiorano, 2002; Harabagiu and La-
atusu, 2005) both assumed a single event, where, throughout the artile set, the
same role for a senario will be played by the same entity. On the other hand, the
other work expets multiple events to appear in the input with dierent entities
playing the same role from event to event. As a speial ase, (Shinyama and Sekine,
2006) rst formed \basi lusters", eah of whih modeled a single event, then the
omparison was done between text spans from dierent events. The lexial varia-
tion poses a bigger hallenge for the latter. Thus this distintion in the expeted
input leads to dierent researh strategies.
NE Tag and Thesaurus. When the input artiles over a single event,
the partiipants of the same ation remain the same from artile to artile. Con-
sequently, textual similarity in suh a task an be simplied to string mathing,
while maintaining satisfatory performane as in Harabagiu and Maiorano (2002),
where neither NE information nor any thesaurus was used. However, when reports
of multiple events exist in the input, the same ation has dierent partiipants
from event to event, manifesting lexial variation. This makes the string math-
ing more error prone and onsequently less attrative. In this ase, NE tags and
thesauri an help to reveal the similarities: partiipants playing the same semanti
role tend to have the same NE tags or be synonymous to eah other. As exam-
ples, (Filatova, Hatzivassiloglou, and MKeown, 2006; Shinyama and Sekine, 2006;
Sudo, Sekine, and Grishman, 2003; Yangarber et al., 2000) all required that two
text spans have mathed NE tags before they an be lustered together. Harabagiu
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and Laatusu (2005) furthermore used thesauri (WordNet (Miller, 1995) and di-
tionary.om) to ensure argument onsisteny.
Another equally important soure of lexial variation is the surfae real-
ization of the ations themselves. Synonymous verbs an be used to represent the
same ation. When this happens, it is important that all these synonymous verbs be
identied as similar. Otherwise, a single ation would spuriously appear as several
dierent ones, resulting in separate ation lusters. This in turn auses problems
in estimating the proper frequeny and the saliene of the ation. However, among
the related work, only Collier (1998) addressed this problem by referring to two the-
sauri. Other work sidestepped this issue and left lexially dierent verbs separate,
regardless of their possible semanti similarity.
Text Span. All the related approahes fous on verb-entri text spans
whih represent ations. Speially, they dene strutured text spans in suh ways
that it is lear how the ation's prediate and its partiipants are related. These
relations are further used to ahieve ner-grained omparison in their individual
similarity alulation.
It is desirable to extrat the internal relations in text spans before alulating
their similarity. Almost all of the related approahes regard the partiipants as an
inseparable part of the surfae realization form of any ation. Aordingly, the
similarity of both the verbs and the arguments should be onsidered for ation
similarity. There are exeptions where a lightweight approah is taken, as in (Rilo
and Shmelzenbah, 1998), where just the presene of idential verbs is suÆient to
infer textual similarity. However, onsider an artile reporting people \losing" their
lives when a driver \lost" ontrol of his ar. Here textual similarity detetion will
possibly be orret only if additional information (suh as the text spans' internal
relations) is onsidered.
A variety of analyses were employed to delimit text spans to reveal dierent
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internal relations. The text spans used in (Collier, 1998; Rilo and Shmelzen-
bah, 1998; Harabagiu and Maiorano, 2002) an all be desribed as at subjet-
verb-objet (SVO) syntati strutures. Syntati tree strutures have also been
investigated, as in (Sudo, Sekine, and Grishman, 2003; Filatova, Hatzivassiloglou,
and MKeown, 2006) where similar text spans were mined in the form of frequent
sub-trees. Syntati information like this indiates what are the partiipants for
eah ation. Some parsers and onverters are able to distinguish subjets from
surfae subjets. Thus when verbs are used in dierent voies, the assoiated syn-
tati variations an be normalized. For example, Yangarber et al. (2000) employed
a general-purpose dependeny parser to get prediate-argument strutures. Sim-
ilarly, Shinyama and Sekine (2006) used the GLARF (Meyers et al., 2001) on-
verter. Harabagiu and Laatusu (2005) obtained their text spans through semanti
role labeling. In the results, the ation and its partiipants are onneted by what
semanti role eah partiipant plays in the ation. Put in another way, the same
partiipant will be onsistently labeled by its semanti role, regardless of its verb's
hoie of subategorization frame or voie. Therefore, this semanti role label-
ing proess has the advantage of further isolating the syntati as well as lexial
variations from the downstream lustering proess.
Similarity Judgment. After their respetive text spans are extrated, the
next step for these approahes is similarity detetion, i.e., to luster similar text
spans together and generalize the desired template slots or extration patterns. The
general pipeline for this step an be summarized as the following. The text spans
are rst aligned with referene to their internal relations (dependeny relations) or
ertain linguisti labels (syntati roles or semanti roles) of the verbs and argu-
ments. Then for text spans sharing the same verb (or similar verbs in the ase of
(Collier, 1998)), they are lustered when the aligned arguments have ompatible NE
tags or are synonymous aording to a thesaurus. One researh that did not stress
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verbs is (Shinyama and Sekine, 2006), where text spans (NEs replaed with their
NE tags) that are token idential are onsidered as overlapping and the amount of
suh text spans that two NEs share reets the similarity between the NEs.
3.2 Gaps in Current Researh
I observe ertain drawbaks in the existing approahes. Espeially for those that
do not takle the STC problem diretly, while eetive for their own researh task,
they are not quite suitable for STC. These drawbaks inlude:
 Named Entity Limitation. NEs aount for only part of the ation partii-
pants. NE tags should not be the only onsideration for partiipant similarity.
Often, there are other partiipants that are represented as ommon nouns as
well (e.g., \the ompany"). A suessful STC system should be able to deal
with the similarity among NEs as well as ommon nouns.
 Inomplete Integration of Thesauri. Thesauri as well are employed to
address the hallenges of lexial variation. But in the urrent work, they are
only used to get similarity either solely for prediates (Collier, 1998) or solely
for arguments (Harabagiu and Laatusu, 2005). Although eetive to apture
similar text spans sharing arguments or prediates, neither design would be
able to apture those whose prediates and arguments are respetively all
synonyms or of the same semanti ategory.
 Suseptibility to Syntati Variation. As I have mentioned, syntati
variation is another hallenge for STC besides lexial variation. For a onrete
example, onsider the three semantially equivalent sentenes in Figure 3.1.
Sentenes 1 and 2 use the same transitive verb \kill" but one in the ative
voie and the other in the passive voie. Aordingly, in these two sentenes
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1. A suiide bomber killed a ivilian.
2. A ivilian was killed by a suiide bomber.
3. A ivilian died in the inident.
Figure 3.1: Syntati variations in similar text spans.
the noun phrase \a ivilian" plays dierent syntati roles: the objet in
Sentene 1 and the subjet in Sentene 2. Sentene 3 uses an intransitive
verb \die" in the ative voie. Beause the subategorization frame of the
verb \die" diers from that of \kill", the same NP (\a ivilian") now is the
subjet. Unless semanti relations among the text spans' onstituents are
extrated (Harabagiu and Laatusu, 2005), syntati or dependeny parsing
alone will leave some textual similarity diÆult to detet, even with the help
of a perfet thesaurus (onsidering Sentene 2 and 3 in Figure 3.1).
These related approahes involve tehniques that are good for the STC hal-
lenges, as shown in their experimental results. But as the rst researh gap, these
related tehniques have yet to be ombined systematially in suh a way that the
two key hallenges { syntati and lexial variations { an be simultaneously ad-
dressed. In Chapter 4, I desribe a text span similarity measure ahieving this,
inluding how I developed and evaluated it within a separate but interesting re-
searh problem.
The seond researh gap is that so far the text spans' ontextual information
has barely been onsidered. From Chapter 5 onwards, I desribe and disuss a major
ontribution of this thesis: a novel framework to exploit text spans' ontextual
information as extrinsi similarity to improve textual similarity alulation in STC.
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Chapter 4
Intrinsi Textual Similarity and
Its Appliation in Paraphrase
Reognition
I now detail how my proposed STC system, CASTle, omputes intrinsi text span
similarity. This similarity measure is the rux of STC, as it needs to overome the
lexial and syntati variations that onfront STC. The key ontribution of this
hapter is how this is aomplished. In a nutshell, I employ semanti role labeling
to nd verb prediates as well as their arguments in various syntati onstrutions;
and use lexial similarity given by the statistial thesaurus to alulate text span
onstituent similarities. These are ombined to form the overall intrinsi similarity
of text spans.
Although no ontextual information has been onsidered yet (to be revisited
in the next hapter), suh an intrinsi similarity measure of text spans is already
useful in its own right, and an be evaluated given a suitable task. I use the task
of sentene-level paraphrase reognition (PR) as suh an evaluation testbed. One
omponent experiment validates the eÆay of this proposed similarity measure,
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demonstrating a high preision at deteting similar text spans. The resulting low
level of false positives enables us to use the similarity measure to onstrut an
important training set for a new PR system, whih is a seondary ontribution
in this hapter. The resultant PR system features the novel use of a dissimilarity
lassiation module, whih is diretly related to the nal PR judgment. I also show
how the PR system aordingly determines the ause(s) of non-paraphrase instanes
while maintaining the performane level of the state-of-the-art PR systems. This
ability gives it an edge over other peer PR systems.
4.1 A Similarity Measure for PATs
In Chapter 3, we established that ations dene senarios, and furthermore, that
the fundamental subtask within STC is to luster semantially similar text spans
that represent individual ations. To this end, a suessful STC system needs
to simultaneously address both lexial and syntati variations among suh text
spans so that they an be lustered orretly. In partiular, these variations are
onsidered in the intrinsi text similarity alulation sine they are all internal to
the text spans.
I employ existing linguisti tools that are eetive for either kind of variation.
As disussed in Chapter 3, STC systems need text spans to represent individual
ations and the semanti relations between the verb prediate and its arguments
are highly desired. One important goal of this investigation is to develop a text
span similarity measure appliable to STC. In CASTle, I use the prediate argu-
ment tuples (hereafter, PATs) extrated by a semanti role labeler (SRL) as the
text spans and aordingly develop a PAT similarity measure as the desired text
span similarity measure. In partiular, I employ ASSERT, a supervised SRL de-
sribed in (Pradhan et al., 2004). Given sentenes in Figure 3.1, ASSERT outputs
their PATs in PropBank (Kingsbury, Palmer, and Marus, 2002) format shown in
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Table 4.1. A onstituent in a PAT is either the target (the prediate) or one of
target(prediate) arg0 arg1
killed a suiide bomber a ivilian
killed a suiide bomber a ivilian
died a ivilian
Table 4.1: Output of semanti role labeler: prediate-argument tuples ready to be
aligned.
its arguments. These arguments orrespond to dierent semanti roles involved in
ations and are dierentiated by sequential numbers in aordane with their roles.
From ASSERT's output, we an see the syntati variations are eetively normal-
ized: the verb prediates and their arguments an be easily aligned properly by
their semanti roles. This alignment is very important for the proposed similarity
measure, as I dene the similarity sore of two PATs t
a
and t
b
as the weighted sum
of the pairwise similarities of all their shared onstituents C=f(
a
; 
b
)g ( being
either the target or one of the arguments that both PATs have):
Sim(t
a
; t
b
) =
1

X
2C
Sim(
a
; 
b
) w

; (4.1)
where w

is the weight of the onstituent . The weights of the onstituents are set
to 1 exept for that of the target. As I hypothesized that targets are more important
for PAT similarity, the target's similarity is boosted using a weight w
target
, the value
of whih is empirially determined as 1.7, based on a 300-pair development set from
the training set of the Mirosoft Researh Paraphrase Corpus (Dolan, Quirk, and
Brokett, 2004), more details of whih an be found later in Setion 4.5. The
normalization fator  is the sum of the weights of the onstituents in C, i.e.:
 =
X
2C
w

: (4.2)
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In the urrent implementation I redue targets and their arguments to their
syntati headwords. These headwords are then diretly ompared as Sim(
a
; 
b
)
using the thesaurus developed in (Lin, 1998a), whih is onstruted from orpus
statistis that provides a similarity sore given two words. The assumption is that
the semanti similarity between words is proportional to how similar their distri-
butional patterns are. Although there are many alternatives, I use Lin's thesaurus
for a few important reasons. First, it is built from statistis gathered from many
newswire artiles, onstituting millions of words, and thus provides reasonable sim-
ilarity sores between two words. Seond, more important to STC, its overage
is notieably higher for named entities (NEs) in omparison with other thesauri.
This is to say in a single semanti ategory a greater number of similar terms
an be found. For example, Lin's thesaurus lists \Airbus", \Lokheed" and \M-
Donnell" among the most similar words to \Boeing". Suh NEs are usually not
well-represented in manually onstruted thesauri; for example the last two words
are missing from WordNet (Miller, 1995), the widely-used digital thesaurus. Sine
it is ruial for an STC system to have high reall of similar entities, as an equally
easily aessible thesaurus, Lin's thesaurus is preferred over WordNet for my ex-
periments
1
.
4.2 Introdution to Paraphrase Reognition
I hoose the task of Paraphrase Reognition as the testbed to evaluate this similarity
measure for text spans. Before showing the experimental results, I rst review the
PR task and then desribe the PR system I developed in detail.
The task of sentene-level PR is to identify whether a set of sentenes (typ-
1
Lin's thesaurus also suggests antonymous words as similar. I maintain a WordNet-based
antonym list to lter out suh unwanted \similarity". This mehanism is enabled for both PR
and STC.
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ially, a pair) are semantially equivalent. As a problem highly related to STC,
PR an be thought of as synonym detetion extended for sentenes, and it an
play an equally important role in natural language appliations. As with synonym
detetion, appliations suh as summarization an benet from the reognition and
anonialization of onepts and ations that appear in multiple douments. Au-
tomati onstrution of large paraphrase orpora ould be used to mine alternative
ways to express the same onept, a valuable resoure for mahine translation and
other natural language generation appliations.
In suh a task, \equivalene" takes on a relaxed meaning, allowing sentene
pairs with minor semanti dierenes to still be onsidered as paraphrases. Here
I identify two main issues in the exploration of sentene-level PR. The rst is to
identify all the information nuggets, or individual semanti ontent units, shared
by the sentenes. For a pair of sentenes to be deemed as a paraphrase, they must
share a substantial number of these nuggets. A trivial ase is when both sentenes
are idential, word for word. However, paraphrases often employ dierent words or
syntati strutures to express the same ation and its partiipants. This is similar
to the situation that an STC system faes, exept for the fat that for an STC
system the words range over an even wider spetrum: the partiipants in dierent
events are usually dierent and we an only assume the words representing them
belong to the same semanti ategory. The PR requirement that they refer to
the same entity is not appliable for STC. Fortunately, the PR data I used rarely
ontains instanes analogous to \an earthquake hit Sihuan" and \an earthquake
struk Japan" where having dierent (but \similar" to Lin's thesaurus) entities is
the sole reason for non-paraphrasing. This disrepany that STC needs \similar"
partiipants and PR demands \idential" ones has little eet when PR is used as
a testbed for the basi similarity measure for STC.
Figure 4.1 shows two sentene pairs, in whih the rst pair is a paraphrase
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Paraphrase (+pp):
Authorities said a young man injured Rihard Miller.
Rihard Miller was hurt by a young man.
Non-Paraphrase ( pp):
The tehnology-laed Nasdaq Composite Index .IXIC added 1.92 points, or 0.12
perent, at 1,647.94.
The tehnology-laed Nasdaq Composite Index .IXIC dipped 0.08 of a point to
1,646.
Figure 4.1: Examples: Paraphrasing and non-paraphrasing. Words in itali font
are the prediates of the PATs found to be similar or oniting, and the underlined
text span, an extra PAT, is extraneous regarding paraphrase judgment.
while the seond is not. The paraphrasing pair (also denoted as the +pp lass)
use dierent words, embodying the lexial variations in PR. Fousing just on the
matrix verbs, we note there are dierenes between not only \injured" and \hurt",
but also the voies they are used in. Just as in an STC system, a PR system should
be equipped with linguisti analyzers to detet suh semanti similarities. Other-
wise, the two sentenes ould look even less similar than the two non-paraphrasing
sentenes, suh as the two in the seond pair.
Also in the paraphrasing pair, the rst sentene inludes an extra phrase
\Authorities said". Human annotators tend to regard the pair as a paraphrase, even
with the presene of this extra information nugget. Suh paraphrases are ommon
in daily life. For example, in news artiles desribing the same event, paraphrases
are widely used by dierent reporters, possibly with various extraneous information.
This leads to the seond issue: how to reognize when suh extra information is
extraneous with respet to the paraphrase judgment.
Formally, for a pair of sentenes to be a paraphrase, they must possess two
attributes:
1. Similarity: they share a substantial amount of information nuggets;
2. Dissimilarities are extraneous: if extra information in the sentenes ex-
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ists, the eet of its removal is not signiant.
I equate PR with solving these two issues, presenting a natural two-phase arhi-
teture. In the rst phase, the nuggets shared by the sentenes are identied by
a pairing proess. The PAT similarity measure omes in here to ahieve this. In
the seond phase, any unpaired nuggets are lassied as signiant or not (leading
to  pp and +pp lassiations, respetively). If the sentenes do not ontain un-
paired nuggets, or if all unpaired nuggets are insigniant, then the sentenes are
onsidered paraphrases.
4.3 Similarity Detetion through PAT Pairing
Assuming the ontent of a sentene an be estimated by omprehending all its verb-
entri text spans, it is valid to use PATs to approximate the information nuggets
of interest. I design a system that makes PR judgments by deteting similar PATs
and diserning the signiant extra PAT(s). An overview of the system is shown
in Figure 4.2. Thus, there are two key analyzers in it: a similarity detetor and a
dissimilarity lassier.
For pre-proessing, a pair of sentenes are rst fed to a syntati parser
(Charniak, 2000) and passed to ASSERT to label PATs. As a running example,
Table 4.2 shows three sentenes: one model sentene in the middle olumn and
two edited versions on the left and right olumns. Their PATs are shown under
them in the same olumn. Following the pair-of-sentenes PR task, we an see
that the model sentene forms a paraphrasing pair with the left version and a
non-paraphrasing pair with the right version.
Using the proposed similarity measure for PATs, I then proeed to pair
PATs in the sentene pair using a greedy iterative algorithm. It is similar to the
ompetitive linking algorithm desribed in (Melamed, 2000). The algorithm loates
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Figure 4.2: Paraphrase reognition arhiteture
the two most similar PATs from eah sentene, pairs them together and removes
them from further onsideration. Then with the remaining PATs, it pairs the two
seond-most similar ones, removes them, and seeks the next pair, et. This pairing
proess stops when the similarity of the subsequent best pair is below a similarity
threshold (tuned to 0.5 by the development set) or when all the possible PAT pairs
are exhausted.
This almost ompletes the pairing proess. However, ASSERT only identies
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Modiation 1: Modiation 2:
paraphrase Model Sentene non-paraphrase
Sentene Rihard Miller was hurt
by a young man.
Authorities said a young
man injured Rihard Miller.
Authorities said Rihard
Miller injured a young man.
(Paired)
PATs
target: said
arg0: Authorities
arg1: a young man
injured Rihard
Miller
target: said
arg0: Authorities
arg1: Rihard Miller in-
jured a young man
target: hurt
arg0: a young man
arg1: Rihard Miller
target: injured
arg0: a young man
arg1: Rihard Miller
target: injured
arg0: Rihard Miller
arg1: a young man
Table 4.2: Similarity Detetion: pairing of PATs
verb-entri text spans and it ignores other text spans suh as opular onstrutions
or NPs representing ations. But some opular onstrutions ould be semantially
equivalent to PATs. Consider the pair \Mirosoft rose 50 ents" and \Mirosoft
was up 50 ents", the seond of whih is in opular form. Sometimes these opular
onstrutions ould aount for a large proportion of semanti meaning in sentenes
and therefore we annot aord to ignore them. Similarly, NPs an often be equiv-
alent to PATs when ations are nominalized. For instane, an NP that reads \(be
blamed for) frequent attaks on soldiers" is equivalent to a PAT: \(be blamed for)
attaking soldiers". In these two ases, I inlude the opular onstrutions or the
NPs in the pairing proess. Speially, a PAT is allowed to pair with the predia-
tive argument (e.g., 50 ents) of a opula, or (the head of) an NP in the opposing
sentene. As these heuristi mathes may introdue errors, I resort to these meth-
ods of PAT mathing only in the ontingeny when there are unpaired PATs, i.e.,
if unpaired PATs still exist in a given sentene pair after the PAT-only pairing, I
further examine the opular onstrutions and NPs in the opposing sentene for
possible pairings.
The whole proess results in a one-to-one mapping with possibly some PATs
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left unpaired. The urved arrows in Table 4.2 denote the orret results of PAT
pairing: two PATs are paired up if their target and shared arguments are idential
or similar, otherwise they remain unpaired even if the \bag of words" they ontain
are the same.
4.4 Dissimilarity Signiane Classiation
If some PATs remain unpaired in a sentene, they are extra information nuggets or
dissimilar parts of the sentene and need to be further analyzed by the dissimilarity
lassier. Suh dissimilarities ould be just extraneous or they ould be semantially
important, reating a barrier for paraphrase. I frame this as a supervised mahine
learning problem in whih a set of features are used to inform the lassier whether
an unpaired PAT is signiant or not. The Support Vetor Mahine framework
(Vapnik, 1995) is hosen as the learning model as it has been shown to yield good
performane over a wide range of appliations. I experimented with a set of features
of unpaired PATs, inluding internal ounts of numeri expressions, NEs, words,
semanti roles, whether they are similar to other PATs in the same sentene, and
ontextual features like host/opposing sentene length and number of paired PATs.
Currently, only two features are orrelated in improved lassiation:
Syntati Parse Tree Path: This is in fat a series of features that reet
how the unpaired PAT onnets with the ontext: the rest of the sentene. It models
the syntati onnetion between the onstituents on both ends of the path (Gildea
and Palmer, 2002; Pradhan et al., 2004). Here, I model the two ends of the path as
the unpaired PAT and the already-paired PAT with the losest shared anestor, and
model the path itself as a direted sequene of onstituent POS tags that reahes the
destination (the paired target) from the soure (the unpaired target) via the shared
anestor. For example, the PATs with target \injured" are unpaired when the
model sentene and the non-paraphrasing modiation in Table 4.2 are ompared.
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In the non-paraphrasing modiation, a path \"
V BD;
"
V P;
"
S;
"
SBAR;
"
V P;
#
V BD
" links
the unpaired target \injured" to the paired target \said", as shown in Figure 4.3.
If no PATs have been paired in the sentene pair, the destination defaults to the
root of the syntati parse tree.
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DT
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JJ
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NN
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Figure 4.3: Syntati parse tree path
The syntati path an at as partial evidene in signiane lassiation.
In the above example, the ategory tag \
V BD
" assigned to \injured" indiates that
the verb is in its past tense. Suh a PAT bears the main ontent of the sentene
and generally an not be ignored if its meaning is missing in the opposing sentene.
Another example is shown in Figure 4.4. Here, the seond sentene has one unpaired
target \proposed" while the rest all nd their ounterpart. The path we get from
the syntati parse tree reads \"
V BN;
"
NP;
"
S;
:::", showing that the unpaired PAT
(onsisting of a single prediate) is a modier ontained in an NP. It is likely to be
ignored if there is no ontradition in the opposing sentene.
In the implemented PR system, I represent the syntati path by a set of n-
gram features (n  4) of subsequenes of ategory tags found in the path, along with
the respetive diretion. These n-gram features are onned within four ategory
tags away from the unpaired target, as the primary onern with this feature is to
model what role the unpaired PAT plays in its sentene.
Prediate: This seond feature is the lexial token of the target of the
unpaired PAT, as a textual feature. As this feature is liable to run into the data
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Sheena Young of Child, the national infertility support network, hoped the guide-
lines would lead to a more \fair and equitable" servie for infertility suerers.
Sheena Young, a spokesman for Child, the national infertility support network,
said the proposed guidelines should lead to a more \fair and equitable" servie for
infertility suerers.
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Figure 4.4: Unpaired prediate argument tuple ating as a modier in a paraphrase
sparseness problem, the semanti ategory of the target would be a more suitable
feature. However, verb similarity is generally regarded as diÆult to measure, both
in terms of semanti relatedness as well as in nding a onsistent granularity for verb
ategories. I investigated using WordNet as well as Levin's lassiation (Levin,
1993) as additional features on the validation data, but urrently, using the lexial
form of the target works best.
4.5 Data Set and Preparation
For the experiments detailed in the next setion, I utilize two widely-used orpora
for paraphrasing evaluation. The rst is the Mirosoft Researh Paraphrase Corpus,
onsisting of 5801 newswire sentene pairs, 3900 of whih are annotated as seman-
tially equivalent by human annotators. It reets the ordinary paraphrases that
people often enounter in news artiles, and may be viewed as a typial domain-
independent paraphrase reognition task that NLP systems need to deal with. The
MSR orpus omes divided into standard training (70%) and testing (30%) divi-
sions, the same partition I follow in my experiments. ASSERT (the SRL) shows
that for this orpus a sentene ontains 2.24 PATs on average. The seond orpus
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is the rst PASCAL Reognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) Challenge orpus (Da-
gan, Glikman, and Magnini, 2005), of whih I only use its paraphrase aquisition
subset. This is muh smaller, onsisting of 50 pairs, whih I employ for testing only
to show the portability of the two-phase PR approah.
Currently, no training orpus for PAT signiane exists. But suh a orpus
is indispensable for training the dissimilarity signiane lassier. Rather than
manually annotating training instanes, I devise an automati method to onstrut
suh instanes from the training division of the MSR orpus. This is possible as
the paraphrase judgments in the orpus imply whih portions of the sentene(s) are
signiant barriers to paraphrasing or not, as desribed below.
Here, the similarity detetor is used to unover andidate dissimilarities for
training orpus onstrution. For pairs of sentenes with paraphrase annotation, if
unpaired PATs exist after the greedy pairing, I lassify them along two dimensions
by whether the sentene pair is a (non-)paraphrase, and the soure of the unpaired
PATs:
1. [PS℄ paraphrasing pairs and unpaired PATs are only from a single sentene.
There are 903 suh sentene pairs in the training division and they aount
for around 38% of all the sentene pairs (2388 of them) in the training division
that have unpaired PATs;
2. [NS℄ non-paraphrasing pairs and only one single unpaired PAT exists (21%);
3. [PM℄ paraphrasing pairs and unpaired PATs are from multiple (both) sen-
tenes (19%);
4. [NM℄ non-paraphrasing pairs and multiple unpaired PATs (from either one
or both sentenes) exist (the remaining 21%).
I assume that the similarity detetor pairs PATs with high preision but not
neessarily high reall, as the experiments will validate shortly. Aordingly, for the
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rst two ategories, the paraphrasing judgment is diretly linked to the unpaired
PATs. PS instanes are therefore used as insignifiant lass instanes, and NS
as signifiant ones. The other two ategories are not suitable for training. For
the NM instanes it is unlear whih of them in the sentene pair is responsible
for the non-paraphrasing, while for the PM instanes it is unsafe to regard them
all as insigniant sine some ould just be unpaired mistakenly as a result of the
similarity detetor's relatively low reall. Sentenes that fall into these two latter
ategories are thus disarded in the training orpus onstrution proess.
4.6 Experiments
For evaluation, I ondut both omponent evaluations as well as a holisti one,
resulting in three separate experiments. In evaluating the PAT similarity measure,
or the similarity detetor, the aim is to show high preision, so that sentenes that
have all PATs paired an be safely assumed to be paraphrases. Furthermore, high-
preision PAT pairing baks the deision of using PS and NS PATs as training
instanes for the dissimilarity lassier. In evaluating the dissimilarity lassier,
I simply aim for high auray. In the overall system evaluation, I ompare the
proposed two-phased system versus other PR systems on the standard orpora.
4.6.1 Annotation: PAT Pairs and Signiane of Unpaired
To assess the omponent performane, I need additional ground truth beyond the
f+pp,  ppg labels provided by the paraphrase orpora. For the rst evaluation,
I need to asertain whether a sentene pair's PATs are orretly paired. For the
seond, I need to asertain whih PATs (if any) are responsible for a  pp instane.
However, reating ground truth by manual annotation is expensive, and thus I only
sampled the data set to get an indiative assessment of performane. I sampled 200
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random instanes from the MSR orpus testing division, and rst proessed them
through the rst phase of analysis, i.e., similarity detetion. Then, ve human
volunteers annotated the ground truth for PAT pairing and the semanti signif-
iane of the unpaired PATs. They also independently ame up with their own
f+pp, ppg judgment so the reliability of the provided annotations ould also be
veried. During this proess, the sentene pairs were one by one randomly assigned
to the annotators: whenever one nished proessing a pair he or she got a new one.
This assignment poliy ended up with an uneven distribution among the annotators
(67, 46, 37, 31 and 19 pairs, respetively), partially beause of dierent levels of
familiarity with the problem.
MSR Corpus Label +pp -pp
system predition orret? T F T F total
# sentene pairs 85 23 55 37 200
# labelings that Human & Corpus agree 80 19 53 35 187
# PAT pairs by System 80 6 36 35 157
# orret PAT pairs (Human & System agree) 74 6 34 30 144
# missed PAT pairs (aording to Human) 11 10 5 5 31
# signiant unpaired PATs (aording to Human) 6 4 69 51 130
# signiant unpaired PATs (aording to System) 0 32 70 0 102
# signiant unpaired PATs(Human & System agree) 0 4 43 0 47
# -pp for other reasons 0 0 5 2 7
Table 4.3: Human annotations vs. MSR orpus annotations and system output
The results of this further annotation and its omparison with system out-
put are shown in Table 4.3. Examining this data, one of the observations is that
although the MSR orpus used strit means of resolving inter-rater disagreements
during its onstrution, the loal annotators agreed with the MSR orpus labels
only 93.5% (187/200) of the time. This to some extent onrms the diÆulty of
making paraphrase judgments.
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4.6.2 Similarity Detetor: High Preision
Table 4.3 also shows the performane of the PAT similarity measure. Similar PATs
are often paired orret by the similarity detetor, despite the assumption of a one-
to-one mapping. Out of the 157 PAT pairs identied through similarity detetion,
annotators agreed that 144 (92%) are semantially similar or equivalent. Mean-
while, 31 similar pairs were missed by the system, resulting in an 82% reall. In
other words, the PAT similarity measure has relatively high preision but low reall
at deteting similar PATs, onsistent with the high-preision-low-reall assumption
I used while ltering training instanes for the dissimilarity lassier.
I also estimated how the PAT similarity measure an be aeted when the
SRL makes mistakes { by failing to identify arguments or assigning semanti roles
inorretly. Out of 94 ground-truth PAT pairs, the SRL mislabels 43 of them. The
PAT pairs free of labeling errors are all orretly paired. Among those mislabeled
PATs, the similarity detetor failed to pair around 30%. The remaining 70% are
nonetheless suessfully paired. These mislabeled but orretly paired PATs do
have a negative impat to the PAT similarity though: their mislabeled arguments
are either not aligned or misaligned during similarity alulation. In response to
this, the parameter tuning proess tends to inrease the weight w
target
in Equation
4.1. A saving grae is that labeling errors rarely lead to inorret pairing (one suh
instane out of all the examined sentenes).
As suh, the labeling errors impat the PR system mainly in two ways:
 They aused similar PATs that should have been paired up to be added as
potential noise in the dissimilarity lassier's training set; and
 Paired PATs with labeling errors erroneously inrease the target weight in
Equation 4.1 through the training proess.
On the other hand, a further analysis reveals how the thesaurus ould lead to an
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inorret PAT similarity outome in some ases, usually when ombined with inor-
ret semanti role labels. Compared to preision, the reall of the PAT similarity
measure requires more attention. Similar PATs fail to pair up beause of two major
thesaurus-related issues:
 The verb prediates do not appear to be similar to the thesaurus while impor-
tant arguments of the PATs are not orretly extrated by the SRL. While
omprehensive ompared to other soures, the overage of the thesaurus is not
lose to perfet. Quite often it does not reognize some similar word pairs.
Observed pairs of examples inlude \enter" and \inltrate", \reate" and
\start" (a ompany), \exhibit" and \show", and \estimate" and \judge", et.
This false negative thesaurus error is far more frequent than the false positive
{ mistakenly suggesting two words as similar. When ombined with inor-
ret/inomplete SRL output, this often leaves the similar PATs unpaired.
In fat, this aounts for the major part of the loss in the PAT similarity
measure's reall.
 Some PATs require ommonsense world knowledge to infer their similarity.
For instane, one \is imprisoned" means he or she is \serving" a sentene,
one \owns" something after someone \gave" it to him or her. Suh ases are
beyond the apability of the designed PAT similarity measure, assuming only
lexial variations in similar PATs and aordingly employing a thesaurus for
synonym information.
Oasionally, some dissimilar PATs are inorretly alulated as similar, aeting
the preision of the measure:
 In most suh ases, the two PATs are otherwise similar exept for that some
partiular arguments of them dier in their ontents, espeially as numeri
values. For the paraphrasing task, these arguments need to be idential or
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quantitatively very lose. However, for STC larger dierenes between argu-
ments are aeptable sine the partiipants of the same ation are expeted
to hange from one event to another;
 In less frequent ases, the thesaurus inorretly suggests high similarity sore
for the verb prediates of two PATs. This almost always leads to a falsely
high overall similarity sore for the PR task, given the two PATs' arguments
tend to be similar in the MSR orpus. This problem will be even less evident
in STC beause of, again, the expeted dierent partiipants in the input.
Similar to the SRL, the thesaurus is likely to ontribute noise to the dissimi-
larity lassier's training data when its errors aet the reall of the PAT similarity
measure.
4.6.3 Dissimilarity Classier: High Reall
To assess the dissimilarity lassier, I rst use the  pp subset of 55 instanes
reognized orretly by the system (also highlighted in Table 4.3). For 43 unpaired
PATs from 40 sentene pairs (40/55 = 73%), the lassier's laims agree with the
annotators' judgments that they are signiant. In addition to this ground truth
sampled evaluation, I also show the eetiveness of the lassier by examining its
performane on PS and NS PATs in the MSR orpus as desribed in Setion 4.4.
The test set onsists of 413 randomly seleted PS and NS instanes among whih
145 are signiant (leading to non-paraphrases). The lassier predits signiane
for unpaired PATs at an auray of 71%, outperforms a majority lassier (65%), a
gain whih is marginally statistially signiant (p < :09). Here is the ontingeny
table showing the result:
ground truth signiant insigniant
112 263 insigniant by lassier
33 5 signiant by lassier
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Figure 4.5: Dissimilarity lassier performane
From both the ontingeny table and the diagram in Figure 4.5, we an see
the lassier lassies the majority of insigniant PATs orretly, whih is ee-
tively a 98% reall of insigniant PATs. However, the preision is less satisfatory:
112 out of 375 (30%) PATs lassied as insigniant are atually signiant enough
to be paraphrase barriers. As mentioned before, this is partially due to PATs
that fail to be paired up with their ounterpart. Suh noise is found among the
automatially olleted PS instanes used in dissimilarity lassier training.
Below are some examples of unpaired PATs (underlined) that are signiant
enough to be paraphrase barriers. These examples give an indiative ategorization
of what signiant PATs are and their estimated orpus frequeny (when PATs are
the reasons; I examined 40 suh ases for this estimation). These examples have one
thing in ommon, i.e., every ase involves substantial information that is diÆult
to infer from what has been given. Suh PATs appear as:
1. (40%) the nuleus of the sentene (often the matrix tuple):
Mihael Hill, a Sun reporter who is a member of the Washington-Baltimore Newspaper
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Guild's bargaining ommittee, estimated meetings to last late Sunday.
2. (30%) a part of a oordination:
Seurity lights have also been installed and polie have swept the grounds for booby traps.
3. (13%) a prediate of a modifying lause:
Westermayer was 26 then, and a friend and former manager who knew she was unhappy
in her job tipped her to another position.
4. (7%) an adjunt:
While waiting for a bomb squad to arrive, the bomb exploded, killing Wells.
5. (7%) an embedded sentene:
Dean told reporters traveling on his 10-ity \Sleepless Summer" tour that he onsidered
ampaigning in Texas a hallenge.
6. (3%) or fatual ontent that onits with the opposing sentene:
Total sales for the period delined 8.0 perent to USD1.99 billion from a year earlier.
Wal-Mart said sales at stores open at least a year rose 4.6 perent from a year earlier.
4.6.4 Paraphrase Reognition Results
For the system-wide evaluation, I implemented two baseline systems: a majority
lassier and SimFinder (Hatzivassiloglou et al., 2001), a bag-of-words sentene
similarity module inorporating lexial, syntati and semanti features. In Table
4.4 omparing all the systems' performane over the MSR orpus, preision and
reall are measured with respet to the +pp lass. The table shows sentene pairs
falling under the olumn \pairs without unpaired PATs" are more likely to be para-
phrasing than an arbitrary pair (79.5% versus 66.5%). Furthermore, in the sampled
human evaluation of the MSR orpus in Table 4.3, among the 88 non-paraphrasing
instanes in whih our annotators agreed (53 orretly and 35 inorretly judged by
my two-phase PR system) with the ground truth, the ause of the  pp is orretly
attributed in 81 ases to one or more PATs. For these ases, the system is able to
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both reognize that the sentene pair is not a paraphrase and further orretly es-
tablish the ause responsible for the non-paraphrase. Only for 7 ases (as shown in
the last row) the auses are ontained in non-PAT representations suh as opular
onstrutions, nominalized phrases, et. These justify using PATs to represent the
information nuggets for PR (and STC).
The results for the experiment benhmarking the overall system performane
are shown under the \Overall" olumn: the proposed two-phase PR system per-
forms omparably to the baselines at both auray and paraphrase reall. The sys-
tem performane reported in CM05 (Corley and Mihalea, 2005), whih is among
the best I am aware of, is also inluded for omparison.
I also ran the system without retraining on the 50 instanes in the PASCAL
paraphrase aquisition subset of the RTE1 dataset. Again, the system performane
(as shown in Table 4.5) is omparable to the baseline systems.
Some example paraphrasing ases that are problemati for the urrent system
design are:
1. Non-literal language issues suh as impliature, idiom, metaphor, et. are
not addressed in my urrent system. When suh a PAT implies another, the pair
is less similar than a thesaurus an suggest, ausing the pairing to fail. As pointed
out earlier in Setion 4.6.2, ommon world knowledge is required to resolve suh
ases:
+pp, Later in the day, a stando developed between Frenh soldiers and a Hema bat-
tlewagon that attempted to pass the UN ompound.
Frenh soldiers later threatened to open re on a Hema battlewagon that tried to pass near
the UN ompound.
2. A paraphrasing pair may exeed the systems' threshold for syntati
variation, or some key information is not reeted within just PATs:
+pp, With the exeption of daning, physial ativity did not derease the risk.
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Daning was the only physial ativity assoiated with a lower risk of dementia.
3. One or more unpaired PATs exist, but their signiane annot be las-
sied orretly without inferene:
+pp, Inhibited hildren tend to be timid with new people, objets, and situations, while
uninhibited hildren spontaneously approah them.
Simply put, shy individuals tend to be more timid with new people and situations.
In the MSR orpus, the rst ategory of error ases is more frequent than
the other two. However, I believe that all of them are equally omputationally
hallenging sine substantial inferene power is required before these paraphrases
an be orretly identied.
4.7 Disussion
For similarity between PATs, negation and modality have yet to be addressed. As
theoretially important as they are, they aount for only a tiny fration of the
MSR orpus. These issues are unlikely to have a great impat to the STC system
either.
Beause of the way it obtains word similarity, this PAT similarity measure
is tailored for STC rather than for PR. It depends on Lin's thesaurus for word
similarity information. The thesaurus views entities as similar as long as they
belong to the same semanti ategory. Thus it is appropriate to say that the PAT
similarity measure atually detets several semantially similar expressions for an
ation, where the partiipants an be quite dierent { the normal situation in STC.
But for the task of PR, the shared arguments must dereferene to the same identity.
So ertain adjustments to the PAT similarity measure are neessary to make it more
aurate for PR tasks. However, as far as the seleted MSR orpus is onerned,
there exist only a small, limited number of non-paraphrase ases for whih it is
ruial to disern two dierent entities of the same semanti ategory. Thus, I
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deided to keep the PAT similarity measure in an STC onguration even when it
is used for the PR task.
4.8 Related Work on Paraphrase Reognition
In this hapter, I take a verb-entri perspetive in PR and show an example of
a suessful PR system that deomposes sentenes into PATs, nds overlapping
PATs and judges paraphrase by the signiane of the extra PATs. There are
other PR approahes that similarly onentrate on meaningful verb-entri text
spans and infer paraphrase from their overlapping situation. However, breaking
sentenes into suh meaningful text spans is not a must for PR. A lot of PR researh
ombines similarities between individual words or syntatially but not semantially
motivated text spans. I will review the related PR researh approahes ordered by
suh basi linguisti elements: from words to syntatially motivated text spans,
followed by semantially motivated text spans.
Possibly the simplest approah to PR is an information retrieval (IR) based
\bag-of-words" strategy. This strategy alulates a osine similarity sore based on
overlapping words. Alternatively, other nonlinear formulas suh as the Sumo-Metri
(Cordeiro Joao and Pavel, 2007) had also been proposed. If the similarity exeeds a
threshold (either empirially determined or learned from annotated training data),
the sentenes are paraphrases. In this basi approah, standard morphologial pre-
proessing suh as stemming an be applied to onate similar words. (Corley and
Mihalea, 2005; Brokett and Dolan, 2005; Kozareva and Montoyo, 2006) all repre-
sent PR systems that an be broadly ategorized as IR-based. Thesauri, inluding
Lin's thesaurus and WordNet were used to provide similarity sores between dif-
ferent words. In (Corley and Mihalea, 2005), the authors dened a diretional
similarity formula reeting the semanti similarity of one text \with respet to"
another. The mean of the similarities of both diretions is the overall similarity
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of the pair, whih indiates paraphrasing when above a threshold. (Brokett and
Dolan, 2005; Kozareva and Montoyo, 2006) represented a sentene pair as a fea-
ture vetor, inluding features for sentene length, edit distane, number of shared
words, morphologially similar word pairs, synonym pairs (as suggested by the the-
sauri), among others. Classiers suh as SVM were then trained to obtain the
models for f+pp; ppg lassiation.
Strategies based on bag-of-words largely ignore the semanti interations be-
tween words. (Weeds, Weir, and Keller, 2005) addressed this problem by utilizing
parses for PR. Their system for phrasal paraphrases equates paraphrasing as dis-
tributional similarity of the partial sub-parses of the andidate texts. (Wu, 2005)'s
approah relies on the generative framework of Inversion Transdution Grammar
(ITG) to measure how similarly two sentenes arrange their words based on edit
distane. In (Zhang and Patrik, 2005), they used the Minipar dependeny parser
(Lin, 1998b) to onvert passive onstrutions into ative ones before applying IR
analysis similar to that of (Kozareva and Montoyo, 2006).
(Barzilay and Lee, 2003) proposed to apply multiple sequene alignment
(MSA) for sentene-level PR. Given multiple artiles on a ertain type of event,
sentene lusters were rst generated. Sentenes within the same luster, presum-
ably similar in struture and ontent, were then used to onstrut a lattie with
\bakbone" nodes orresponding to words shared by the majority and \slots" orre-
sponding to dierent realizations of arguments. If sentenes from dierent lusters
had shared arguments, the assoiated latties were deemed paraphrases. It should
be noted that this approah is geared towards aquiring paraphrases rather than
deteting them, and as suh has the disadvantage of requiring a ertain level of
repetition among andidates for paraphrases to be reliably reognized.
So far, all of these PR approahes break down sentenes into small units
suh as individual words or syntati subtrees. These deompositions result in text
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spans that are not guaranteed to be semantially meaningful by themselves. Not
surprisingly, the assoiated omputation proess sometime fails to reveal what in-
formation nuggets are shared even when the similarity value is high. There are a
few PR systems that expliitly segment the sentenes into meaningful parts, that
when taken altogether ontribute to the overall similarity. These are the ones that
are loser to STC systems. For instane, (Andreevskaia, Li, and Bergler, 2006)
extrated partial prediate-argument strutures (PPASs), aligned them by trans-
forming any passive verb onstrutions, and used WordNet to see whether eah
PPAS from one sentene had a similar ounterpart in another sentene. Besides
(Andreevskaia, Li, and Bergler, 2006), there exists researh speially address-
ing subsentene level paraphrases. For instane, (Shinyama et al., 2002) identied
paraphrases from extrated IE patterns, relying on shared NEs as an indiator of
paraphrasing. Dealing with subsentene level verb-entri text span similarity as
STC systems need to, these PR approahes touh the main hallenges of STC: lex-
ial variation and syntati variation. But (Andreevskaia, Li, and Bergler, 2006)
only partially normalized syntati variations. When an ation is realized by verbs
with dierent sub-ategorization frames, onverging passive and ative onstru-
tions still does not align their arguments properly. The NE reliane of (Shinyama
et al., 2002) renders lexial variations, partiularly those involving ommon nouns,
problemati. So none of them is suitable for the task of STC, even when the
\idential-partiipant" onstraint is relaxed.
4.9 Conlusions
From STC's point of view, the main outomes of this PR study are that 1) PATs
are experimentally shown to be a suitable representation of the information nuggets
in texts; and 2) a new PAT similarity measure is developed and evaluated in a PR
setting.
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A PAT is a onise representation of an ation. The ation, its partiipants
and the interations between these partiipants are all represented in a PAT. In
addition, the possible dierenes in the syntati onstrutions of ations are trans-
parent in PATs and all the partiipants are simply aligned by their semanti roles
{ a formation that failitates the desired similarity alulation for verb-entri text
spans.
I adapted a statistial thesaurus for use in the PAT similarity measure. This
thesaurus features high overage, espeially for NEs, and is expandable when ne-
essary. My evaluation showed the PAT similarity measure based on it has high
preision when pairing up similar PATs. However, its reall in this respet is less
satisfatory. As an important omponent in CASTle, this PAT similarity measure
requires areful system design so its full analytial power an be utilized.
The testbed PR system is a novel appliation in itself: a supervised, two-
phase framework emphasizing dissimilarity lassiation. To emulate human PR
judgment in whih insigniant, extraneous information nuggets are generally al-
lowed for a paraphrase, I estimated whether suh additional information nuggets
aet the nal paraphrasing status of a sentene pair. This approah, unlike previ-
ous PR approahes, has the key benet of explaining the ause of a non-paraphrase
sentene pair. The evaluations showed that the system obtains 1) high auray
for the similarity detetor in pairing PATs, 2) robust dissimilarity lassiation
despite noisy training instanes and 3) omparable overall performane to urrent
state-of-the-art PR systems. To my best knowledge this is the rst work that tak-
les the problem of identifying what fators prevent a sentene pair from being a
paraphrase.
As the PAT similarity measure introdued in this hapter just onsiders the
internal semanti roles (the target and its arguments) of PATs, it alulates only the
intrinsi part of the PAT similarity. However, due to the diÆulty of the problem,
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this similarity measure is not always aurate. In partiular, it fails to orretly
identify some similar PAT pairs. To ensure an optimal performane for STC, the
reall level of this similarity measure needs to be improved.
There is a solution. We note that for the task of STC, the input onsists of
omplete news artiles that normally ontain multiple sentenes. This means that
we an make use of ontexts spanning multiple sentenes for a better understand-
ing of PATs. In the following hapter, I will disuss how the extrinsi similarity of
PATs an be modeled and alulated. By taking ontexts into onsideration, sys-
tematially ombining it with the PAT intrinsi similarity, we expet it to improve
the alulation of PAT similarity for the prototype STC system.
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Chapter 5
Extrinsi Textual Similarity and
Context Sensitive Clustering
In this hapter, to ahieve a more robust overall similarity, I introdue a method
to model the extrinsi similarity of PATs, and inorporate this into the overall
similarity measure. Furthermore, I propose a graphial framework for STC where
both the intrinsi and extrinsi PAT similarities are integrated. The ore of this
framework is a generi Context Sensitive Clustering algorithm (CSC for short). The
prototype implementation, CASTle, yields enhaned system performane.
5.1 Motivation
I have shown previously in Setion 4.6 that the PAT intrinsi similarity measure
has high preision but low reall. In other words, not all the semantially similar
PATs an be aptured by this measure. We expet that its low reall would have a
negative impat in STC without proper measures to deal with it. Fortunately, the
task of STC has aess to more voluminous input than the task of PR, whih an
be turned into an advantage to address this weakness. While there are only two
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(a)
Charley landed further south on Florida's Gulf oast than pre-
dited, ... The hurriane ... has weakened and is moving over South
Carolina.
At least 21 others are missing after the storm hit on Wednesday.
.... But Tokage had weakened by the time it passed over Japan's
apital, Tokyo, where it left little damage before moving out to sea.
(b)
Charley landed further south on Florida's Gulf oast than pre-
dited, ... The hurriane ... has weakened and is moving over South
Carolina.
At least 21 others are missing after the storm hit on Wednesday.
.... But Tokage had weakened by the time it passed over Japan's
apital, Tokyo, where it left little damage before moving out to sea.
Figure 5.1: Contextual evidene of similarity for PATs that possibly have low in-
trinsi similarity. When no ontexts is given in part (a), two PATs with prediates
\land" and \hit" from two artiles appear less similar than they atually are. In
part (b), their ontexts are shown and the ars indiate the similar ones, providing
evidene that they are semantially similar.
individual sentenes providing limited information in a PR setting, an STC system
has a set of news artiles as input at its disposal. This larger amount of texts oer
extra lues needed for PAT similarity alulation. Speially, the ontexts of the
PATs available from the input artiles are a valuable resoure that have yet to be
exploited. (Lin, 1997) hypothesized that dierent words are likely to be similar
if they \our in idential loal ontexts". Should there be an STC system that
similarly integrates suh extrinsi information, the overall performane of the STC
system may improve.
An illustrative example is shown in Figure 5.1. It onsists of two exerpts
from artiles about the senario Storm. For the semantially similar PATs with
prediates \hit" and \land", they are not guaranteed to have high intrinsi simi-
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larity, as the phrase \Charley landed" in isolation ould be interpreted as a plane
landed, a person landed, et., as well as a storm landed (made landfall). But the
ontextual similarity of these two PATs is high, as both are followed by PATs with
similar subjets (hurrianes) and the same verbs (e.g. \weaken" and \move").
Alongside the PAT intrinsi similarity, this extrinsi similarity here provides addi-
tional evidene that the two PATs are atually playing omparable roles in these
two artiles. This is what motivates me to ombine these two omplementary parts
of PAT similarity in the ontext-rih STC task.
More speially, Figure 5.2 visualizes oneptually how the resulting CSC
algorithm detailed later in this hapter omplements intrinsi similarity with extrin-
si similarity. What is depited on the right hand side of the gure is the behavior
of CSC. As a omparison, the left hand side of the gure shows the behavior of
the agglomerative lustering algorithm, a typial lustering algorithm using only
intrinsi similarity.
Assume that we need to luster a set of elements E = fA
i
; B
i
; :::g, i =
1; 2; :::; N , where elements with the same apital letter are similar and should be
lustered together, and the subsripts denote a ontextual onstraint: ontextual
relations exist only between a subset of elements with the same subsript. Suppose
we an alulate the intrinsi similarity between the elements, with oasional er-
rors due to unreliable measurement. Assume also that we an alulate a relation
sore for ontextually onneted elements. Without loss of generality, let us fur-
ther assume that this ontextual relation is dierent from the elements' intrinsi
similarity.
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Figure 5.2: An example where similar ontexts improve lustering by suggesting
semanti similarity.
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The three diagrams on the left of Figure 5.2 illustrate how the agglomerative lus-
tering algorithm responds to a syntheti data set. The top one shows three lusters
A, B and C, orresponding to elements As, Bs and Cs, that are formed at an in-
termediate stage. Elements A
1
, B
1
and an irrelevant Y
4
are left unlustered (or as
singleton lusters). When the agglomeration proeeds with a lower luster merging
threshold, element B
1
would be orretly merged into B, as shown in the middle
diagram. Element A
1
will merge with A only when the threshold is further redued
(as in the bottom diagram) beause it is farther away from A than B
1
is from
B. With this same threshold, however, Y
4
will also beome part of A. When the
algorithm fouses only on the intrinsi similarity, it is diÆult to distinguish noise
elements (e.g., Y
4
) from those that should be lustered.
As CSC onsiders both intrinsi and extrinsi similarities, ontextual infor-
mation is no longer negleted during lustering. The three diagrams on the right of
Figure 5.2 illustrate how this is ahieved. Let us assume that CSC begins with the
same three intermediate lusters as those of the agglomerative lustering algorithm,
with A
1
, B
1
and Y
4
left out as singletons (as shown in the top right diagram). In
this example, let us say CSC nds elements A
2
, A
3
and C
2
, C
3
ontextually on-
neted by relations A
2
$ C
2
and A
3
$ C
3
. Also, the singleton A
1
is onneted
with C
1
, an element in C, and the relation A
1
$ C
1
is similar to the above men-
tioned relations between A and C. In this ase we an say that element A
1
and
some elements in A are similarly ontextually onneted to similar ontexts { the
elements in C. I equate this type of similarity as extrinsi similarity. The extrinsi
similarity between A
1
and other As provide additional evidene that A
1
is indeed
similar to the elements in A. In ontrast, beause element Y
4
is not similar to the
As, there would not be any ontextual relation linking it with its possible ontext
C
4
. So the extrinsi similarity between Y
4
and the As would be very low.
The dierene between A
1
and Y
4
's extrinsi similarities helps CSC to or-
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retly merge A
1
into A and leave Y
4
out, progressing to another intermediate result
shown in the middle right diagram. Being similar to the identiable ontextual re-
lations between A and B, now the ontextual relation A
1
$ B
1
shows the element
B
1
has a high extrinsi similarity with the Bs already in B. So B
1
an be orretly
merged with B, with the new ontextual evidene emerged after A
1
was merged in
A.
It is worth pointing out that ontextual relations reet a relative relation-
ship between two elements. Without knowing A
1
is in A, it does not make muh
sense to ompare the relation A
1
$ B
1
with those onneting A and B (when
arranging B
1
). Alternatively, it is absolutely possible for B
1
to be rst orretly
lustered to B, and later adding this similarity to the extrinsi similarity between
A
1
and other As' already in A. A
1
and B
1
just annot be used to alulate any
extrinsi similarity for eah other while both are still oating outside any luster.
If CSC employs B
1
's extrinsi similarity, it an merge B
1
into B. As shown in
the bottom right diagram, now the three lusters appear in data-driven, irregularly
shaped ontours, instead of the regularly shaped ontours that are dened by using
simple thresholds on intrinsi similarities. Thus CSC is apable of orretly lus-
tering elements with imperfet intrinsi similarities by being informed of extrinsi
similarity.
5.2 Context Modeling
Before desribing the framework integrating intrinsi and extrinsi similarities for
STC, I need to properly model the ontext and dene the extrinsi similarity.
Traditionally, most researhers adapt a windowing onstraint where the neighboring
words (sometimes puntuations as well) within a ertain sized window are taken
as the ontext. Suessful appliations of windowing onstraint inlude spelling
orretion (e.g., Hirst and Budanitsky(2005)), word sense disambiguation (e.g.,
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Preiss(2001), Lee and Ng(2002)), et.
However, some words in the viinity of the text span in question are known
as \weak ontext" for their lak of the desired disambiguating power. Taking the
sentenes in Figure 5.1 as an example, both the word \further" following the target
\landed" and the phrase \on Wednesday" after the target \hit" are too generi to
reliably indiate the similarity of the two verbs (PATs), as they an be neighbor
for a wide range of PATs. More importantly, ertain domain-spei words are
atually frequent in STC's naturally single-domain (senario) input artiles. They
ould o-our with semantially dierent PATs. In this ase, suh words lose the
dierentiating power that they would have in other appliations. To further identify
disambiguating ontexts, one needs to perform feature seletion (Mihalea, 2002) or
lassify the neighboring words by their relation with the target words (Lin, 1997).
Instead of using suh a neighboring word model, I formally dene the on-
texts of a PAT as:
Denition: Contexts of a PAT are the other PATs in the same artile
segment where no topi shifts our.
This single-artile segment requirement is satised by using a simple heuristi in
my experiments.
Unlike the ontextual words onneted by dependeny relationship in (Lin,
1997), here the ontextual PATs are onneted with the target PAT by two quan-
tiable ontextual relations: argument-similarity and position-similarity, whih I
will desribe in detail in Setion 5.4. Assoiating eah ontextual PAT with these
two ontextual relations enables it to be used seletively during similarity alula-
tion, just as in (Lin, 1997). Meanwhile, this ontext model enables us to apture
long-distane relations, a desirable feature that the generi neighboring word model
laks. Furthermore, onning ontextual PATs within a single topi segment en-
sures their relatedness to the target PATs.
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5.3 Graphial Representation of the Artiles
G
2
transformed from A
2
G
1
transformed from A
1
weakened(Tokage)
v
2
1
hit(storm)
v
2
2
moving(Tokage)
v
2
3
weakened(hurriane)
v
1
1
landed(Charley)
v
1
2
moving(hurriane)
v
1
3
e
2
1;2
e
2
2;1
e
2
1;3
e
2
3;1
e
2
2;3
e
2
3;2
e
1
1;2
e
1
2;1
e
1
1;3
e
1
3;1
e
1
2;3
e
1
3;2
Figure 5.3: PAT lustering problem transformed into graph alignment: Having the
ations \weakened" and \moving" as similar ontexts, the ations \land" and \hit"
are extrinsially similar, suggesting that their orresponding verties be aligned.
Following the new denition of the ontext, I rst split the input artiles
into sentenes and use the SRL to extrat their PATs so that eah artile A
i
is
readily transformed into a graph G
i
= fV
i
; E
i
g. As shown in Figure 5.3, verties
V
i
= fv
i
j
g(j = 1; :::; N) are the N PATs extrated from the ith artile, and direted
edges E
i
= fe
i
m;n
= (v
i
m
; v
i
n
)g reet ontextual relations between PATs (e.g., v
i
m
and v
i
n
). In aordane with the denition of a PAT's ontexts, edges only onnet
PATs from the same artile, i.e., within eah graph G
i
.
As mentioned in ontext denition, I dierentiate between two types of on-
textual relations. Consequently, there are two omponents in a direted edge. One
is argument-similarity, dened as a non-zero measure between two PATs that have
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semantially similar arguments. This models PAT ohesiveness, where the edge
weight is determined by the similarity sore of the most similar inter-PAT argu-
ment pair. In Figure 5.3, verties v
1
1
and v
1
2
in G
1
orrespond to PATs \weak-
ened(hurriane)" and \landed(Charley)", where their arguments \hurriane" and
\Charley" refer to the same entity. This is deteted by the system, as these two
arguments are the only arguments the PATs have and therefore the most similar
inter-PAT pair. As suh, the argument-similarities of e
1
1;2
and e
1
2;1
will be assigned
Sim(hurriane; Charley) as their weight. The other is position-similarity, repre-
sented as the oset of the ending PAT with respet to the other, measured in terms
of number of sentenes. This denes the diretion of an edge to also aount for
simple ausality.
5.4 Context Sensitive Clustering
Given a set of artile graphs, I nd it helpful to view the task as aligning all of the
graphs (i.e., superimposing the set of artile graphs to maximize vertex overlap,
onstrained by the edges). To this end, I adapt the Alternating Optimization
(AO) method (Bezdek and Hathaway, 2002). This proess assigns PATs to suitable
lusters where they are both semantially similar and share similar ontexts with
other PATs. I name the algorithm as Context Sensitive Clustering algorithm, or
CSC, as the ontextual information essentially ontributes an important portion to
the proess. Algorithm 1 outlines this alignment proess.
During the Initialization stage of the AO proess, the PATs whose pairwise
similarity is higher than a threshold  are merged to form highly ohesive seed
lusters. To ompute a ontinuous similarity between two PATs, the PAT intrinsi
similarity measure of Equation 4.1 is used. Some other PATs are related to these
seed lusters when they have non-zero argument-similarity with a PAT in any seed
luster. Suh related PATs are temporarily put into a speial \other" luster. The
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Algorithm 1 Graph Alignment (G)
/*G is a set of graph fG
i
g*/
T  all PATs in G
C  highly ohesive PATs lusters
other  remaining PATs semantially onneted with C (via non-zero argument-
similarity)
C[C:length℄  other
repeat
/*Modeling Step*/
for all i suh that i < C:length do
for all j suh that j < C:length do
if i == j then
ontinue;
re-estimate parameters[i; j℄ /*distribution parameters of edges between two
lusters*/
/*Assignment Step*/
PATreassigned = false /*reset*/
for all t in T do
aBestLikelihood = t:likelihood; /*likelihood of being in its urrent luster*/
bestCluster = t:luster
for all i suh that i < C:length do
if C[i℄ = 
i
ontains a PAT t
ontxt
being semantially onneted with t then
for all j suh that j < C:length do
if C[j℄ = 
j
ontains a PAT being semantially onneted with a PAT in

i
then
P (t 2 
j
) = f(P
s
; P

) /*Equation 5.2*/
likelihood = log(P (t 2 
j
))
if likelihood > aBestLikelihood then
aBestLikelihood = likelihood
bestCluster = 
j
if t:luster 6= bestCluster then
t:luster = bestCluster
PATreassigned = true
until PATreassigned == false /*alignment stable*/
return
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luster membership of these related PATs, together with those urrently in the
seed lusters, are to be further adjusted. The \other" luster is so alled beause
a PAT will end up in it if the PAT is not found to be similar to any other PAT.
A nal group of PATs that have zero argument-similarity with any PATs (both in
the \other" luster and the seed lusters) are termed singletons and are exluded
from further lustering.
The system is then in the ore stage of the AO proess where it iteratively (re-
)estimates lusters of PATs aross the set of artile graphs G. Eah iteration onsists
of two steps. In the rst one, all ontextual relations between eah pair of lusters
are olleted into two separate sets. Assuming argument-similarity and position-
similarity are independent, I dierentiate them in the omputation. Aordingly,
the two sets are: edges
as
and edges
ps
, orresponding to the two types of edge
omponents. For simpliity, I further assume a normal distribution for the strength
of eah set (inter-PAT argument similarity for edges
as
and sentene distane for
edges
ps
). The strength distribution parameters for both sets between eah pair
of lusters are re-estimated based on urrent omponents in edges
as
and edges
ps
in this step. Essentially building a probabilisti model that best aounts for the
urrent ontextual relations between the urrent PAT lusters, this step is alled
the Modeling Step, or M-Step.
The seond step, whih omplements the rst one, is alled the Assignment
Step, or A-step. In this step, the system examines eah PAT's tness { a measure
reeting the PAT's likelihood of membership in the luster. The system reloates
a PAT to a new luster if it improves the likelihood given the latest estimated edge
strength distributions. This is where the PAT intrinsi and extrinsi similarities
are systemially integrated.
In the following equations, t2 denotes the proposition that PAT t belongs
to luster , and the luster of t is 
t
. The objetive funtion for the ore stage of
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the AO proess to maximize is:
Obj(G) =
X
t2G
log(P (t2
t
)); (5.1)
where
P (t2
j
) =
(1 + wSem)P

(t2
j
)P
s
(t2
j
)
wSem P

(t2
j
) + P
s
(t2
j
)
: (5.2)
Equation 5.2 takes the weighted harmoni mean of two fators: a semanti fator
P
s
and a ontextual fator P

. The weight wSem ontrols whether and to what
extent the semanti fator P
s
is favored. The two fators orrespond to the PAT
intrinsi similarity and extrinsi similarity, respetively. Among them, the semanti
fator is alulated by:
P
s
(t2
j
) =
8
>
<
>
:
sim
default
; 
j
= 
other
;
1
j
j
j
P
t
j
2
j
Sim(t; t
j
); otherwise:
(5.3)
So the semanti fator P
s
in the objetive funtion is the group-wise PAT intrinsi
similarity between PAT t and luster 
j
, alulated by the PAT intrinsi similarity
measure of Equation 4.1 (The item Sim(t; t) is exluded from the alulation if t 2

j
). I assume there are still singleton PATs that are not semantially similar to other
PATs. They however survived the ltering in the Initialization stage and should
belong to the speial \other" luster. For example, in an artile reporting the rash
of a UN heliopter, the ation \The UN has deployed about 11,000 peaekeepers
in Sierra Leone" is event-spei and the orresponding PAT beomes a singleton.
Given that suh singletons are dissimilar to eah other, I manually set sim
default
to a small nonzero value (0.1) in Equation 5.3 to prevent the \other" luster from
expelling them based on their low semanti similarity.
The ontextual fator P

in the objetive funtion is obtained through a-
umulation. With respet to every ontextual PAT luster of the PAT t, I alu-
late the extrinsi similarity between t and eah of the remaining andidate PAT
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Algorithm 2 ExtrinsiSimilarity (PAT t, PAT lusters C)
/*initialize an array to store the sore for eah andidate luster for t*/
P

 0
for all i suh that i < C:length do
if C[i℄ = 
i
ontains a PAT t
ontxt
being semantially onneted with t then
for all j suh that j < C:length do
if C[j℄ = 
j
ontains a PAT being semantially onneted with a PAT in 
i
then
/*aumulating extrinsi similarity fration by ontextual luster 
i
*/
P

[j℄ += P (edge(t; t
ontxt
)jedges(
j
; 
i
))
P

= P

/max(P

) /*normalization*/
return P

lusters. Then the overall extrinsi similarity between t and a andidate PAT lus-
ter 
j
is the sum of suh extrinsi similarity sores suggested by its ontextual
PAT lusters. Algorithm 2 summarizes this voting proess. In this algorithm,
an extrinsi similarity fration models how likely t belongs to 
j
aording to the
ontextual information regarding a partiular ontextual luster 
i
. It equals to
the onditional probability of the ontextual relations between 
j
and 
i
, given
the ontextual relations between t and a partiular ontext t
ontxt
inside 
i
. A-
ording to Bayes' theorem, it is omputed as P (edge(t; t
ontxt
)jedges(
j
; 
i
)). In
pratie, I multiply two onditional probabilities: P (edge
as
(t; t
ontxt
)jedges
as
(
j
; 
i
))
and P (edge
ps
(t; t
ontxt
)jedges
ps
(
j
; 
i
)), assuming independene between edges
as
and
edges
ps
. The outome of Algorithm 2 is an array denoting the normalized extrinsi
similarities between the input PAT t and every andidate PAT luster in C.
The PATs' luster memberships are adjusted in A-steps to nd a 
j
maximiz-
ing Equation 5.2 for eah PAT so that the objetive funtion shown in Equation 5.1
is improved. The parameters desribing the ontextual relations between lusters
are re-estimated in the M-steps. New AO iterations are performed as long as one
or more PAT reloations our in an A-step. One the AO proess onverges to a
loal maximum, it outputs lusters of semantially equivalent PATs. Among these
lusters, some orrespond to salient ations that, together with their ators, are
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all SAs to be generalized into template slots. Cluster size is a good indiator of
salieny, and eah large luster (exluding the \other" luster) an be viewed as
ontaining instanes of a salient ation.
5.5 Advantage of the AO Method
Why formulate the lustering proess as an AO proess? I note that the hoie of
AO is atually very well suited for this task. The reason is that I onsider the PAT
similarity sores as noisy and as having missing observations. Calulating PATs'
similarity by onentrating on the intrinsi part is at best inaurate. Thus, it is dif-
ult to luster PATs orretly based only on their intrinsi similarity. Meanwhile,
when alulating the desired extrinsi similarity, the lusters that serve as ontexts
have to be relatively lean. It is unlikely to obtain the possible most aurate
extrinsi similarity and the possible most aurate PAT lustering simultaneously
without their alulations relying on eah other.
In this ase, the AO method is a natural alternative. The variables in this
problem an be naturally divided into two subsets { the parameters desribing the
strength distributions of the ontextual relations, and the luster membership of
the PATs. The AO method alternatively re-estimates these two subsets of variables
to maximize the objetive funtion. Bak to lustering's point of view, this means
that the AO method uses the urrent lustering of the PATs to improve the on-
textual relation model (in the Modeling Step), whih through extrinsi similarity
ontributes to the improvement of the purity of these PAT lusters (in the Assign-
ment Step). The improved lusters in turn, an at as inreasingly more reliable
ontexts so that better ontextual relation model an be built. Therefore, the over-
all lustering of the PATs keeps improving iteratively. As the value of the objetive
funtion is non-dereasing with eah new iteration, this iterative proess is expeted
to onverge { my experimental implementation also empirially onrms this.
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5.6 Conlusions
I have introdued a new graphial framework to the STC problem. The proposed
framework leverages deep NL proessing, using semanti role labeler's strutured
semanti PATs as input. Despite the use of deeper semantis, I believe that intrinsi
similarity by itself is not suÆient for lustering. I have shown this through example
and argue that an approah that onsiders extrinsi similarity is neessary.
Aording to the framework, the relevant artiles are represented as graphs
where ontextual relations are also enoded. By mapping the problem into a graph-
ial formalism, I ast the PAT lustering problem as one of multiple graph align-
ment. Suh a graph alignment is solved by an adaptation of the AO method, whih
handles extrinsi and intrinsi similarities by treating both as potentially unreliable
observations.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation
In the previous hapter, I show the potential impat of ontextual information on
PAT similarity alulation, but only intuitively. I also propose a model to apture
the ontextual information, or more speially extrinsi similarity, whih I inte-
grate in a novel graphial framework for PAT lustering. The goal of this hapter
is to provide empirial validation: the existene of extrinsi similarity, the eÆay
of my model whih aptures it, and its impat to STC through PAT lustering. To
this end, I ondut experiments with the implemented CASTle system to answer
two relevant researh questions, whih are formally stated as follows:
1) Relevane of Extrinsi Similarity: Whether the new ontext model
aptures an extrinsi similarity that eetively orrelates to the semanti similarity
of PATs; and,
2) Cluster Quality: Whether by inorporating PAT extrinsi similarity,
CSC produes better lustering results (in terms of both reall and preision).
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6.1 Data Set, Annotation and Baseline
A straightforward evaluation of an STC system would be to ompare its output
against manually-prepared gold standard templates, suh as those found in MUC.
Unfortunately, suh senario templates are severely limited, providing insuÆient
instanes for a proper evaluation (Filatova, Hatzivassiloglou, and MKeown, 2006).
To address this problem, I have prepared a balaned news orpus. It ontains
manually seleted artiles overing 15 senarios; eah senario is represented by 10
dierent instanes; and normally 5 dierent news artiles an be found for eah
instane. Further details of this orpus are given in Chapter 8.
As a lead normally summarizes the entire news artile (Lin and Hovy, 1997),
a set of them arguably yield the majority of the SAs that the original news artiles
have to onvey. I use the leads of newswire artiles in my experiments, where I
equate a lead to the rst 15 sentenes of eah artile. Another assumption is that a
lead qualies as a single artile segment, thus satisfying the single-topi requirement
for all the PATs inside to be valid ontexts to eah other.
I x the test set for eah senario as 10 randomly seleted news artiles, eah
reporting a dierent instane of the senario. Sine I proess the rst 15 sentenes of
eah news artile, eah sentene generates 2 to 3 PATs on average, my experiments
involve a total of
10artiles 15sentenes
per artile
 (2  3)PATs
per sentene
= 300  450PATs
for eah senario. The development set, whih also serves as the training set for
determining the AO initialization threshold  and sim
default
in Equation 5.3, is a
set of 10 artiles from the Airliner Crash senario. These artiles over the same
10 airliner rash instanes but are dierent from those in the test set.
Before onduting any experiments, I manually onstruted the gold stan-
dard lusters for eah senario. A speial luster, orresponding to the \other"
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luster in the CSC lusters, was reated to hold the singleton PATs for eah se-
nario. To illustrate the outome of this annotation, Table 6.1 shows three of the
gold standard lusters: CRASH, KILL and BOUND of PATs in the development
set. The rst two lusters orrespond to two salient ations of the senario. They
are therefore relatively large in size and their PATs are trunated for larity. The
last luster is about a less frequently mentioned ation. Its two instanes in the
development set are shown in the table. As expeted, eah luster is marked by
variations in lexial seletion and syntati onstrution. The errors made by the
SRL are also shown. Altogether, the table presents a piture of a real situation
that an STC system would need to deal with.
It is important that the system be evaluated within a proper experimental
setting, e.g., against a suitable test orpus suh as the one I prepared. Unfortu-
nately, onduting experiments over suh a new orpus leaves me with few existing
results to ompare to. Implementing spei published approahes seems to be an
alternative solution. However, as disussed in the review of related work (Chap-
ter 3), most existing approahes rely on NE tags or idential verb for text span
lustering, weakening these approahes as ompetitive peers. Therefore, I opt to
build my own baseline system, whih has the advantage of being ustomizable to
truly aentuate the eet of extrinsi similarity of PATs. This baseline is a K-
means lusterer. The input to the K-means is idential to what CSC eventually
lusters { the PATs extrated from relevant news artiles and are not exluded
from being lustered by CSC in its initialization stage (refer to Setion 5.4) { and
the same PAT intrinsi similarity measure is employed. As this measure eetively
denes a positive distane (ranging from 0 to 1) between PATs, my baseline K-
means should be viewed as a variation of the standard K-means algorithm, where
an Eulidean distane between the elements is expeted. The dierentiating fator
between CSC and K-means is only whether ontextual evidene is employed. The
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K-means lusterer requires a k to be speied. For diret omparison, I set this k
as the number of lusters generated by CSC for eah senario. While not proven
in this thesis, I observed that the algorithm onverged to an optimum, throughout
all of the experiments.
Reall in Chapter 5, I ompare CSC with an agglomerative lustering algo-
rithm sine it is easier to illustrate how extrinsi similarity is utilized to produe
improved lustering results. A relevant question is why I hoose to ompare against
K-means here instead. A problem with the agglomerative lustering algorithm is
that it does not naturally terminate with multiple lusters. Furthermore, there is
no natural way to have it output a pre-speied number of lusters. The ommonly
used K-means, on the other hand, aepts the number of lusters as a parameter.
So it is more suitable as a ongurable baseline for performane omparison.
6.2 Relevane of Extrinsi Similarity
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate whether the proposed ontext model,
in terms of the denitions of ontext and ontextual relation, is eetive to apture
the extrinsi similarity between semantially similar PATs. Sine a orpus anno-
tated with quantied gold-standard extrinsi similarity is not available either, this
experiment is neessarily an extrinsi one. I alulate the ontextual similarities
between a PAT and all the andidate PAT lusters and rank the latter aordingly.
Two hypotheses are supported if the orret PAT lusters are ranked statistially
higher than the rest: 1) there exists extrinsi similarity between semantially simi-
lar PATs, and 2) the proposed ontext model is apable of apturing this extrinsi
similarity.
The experiment is onduted over the senario Airliner Crash that is
present in both the development set and the test set. The two sets have the
same set of gold standard PAT lusters (23 of them) exept for their dierent
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member PATs. Following Algorithm 2, for eah PAT t
i
in the test set, all its on-
textual PATs t

2 ftjedge
as
(t
i
; t) 6= nullg (those in the same artile and with a
non-zero argument-similarity) vote for the best andidate luster by extrinsi sim-
ilarity. From the annotation I know that eah ontextual PAT t

's luster 
t

are a
noise-free set of similar ontexts. Aording to the model, the extrinsi similarity
of PATs is positively orrelated with how similarly they are ontextually onneted
to similar ontexts (Setion 5.1). Therefore, for eah andidate luster 
j
, I obtain
Sim
extrinsi
(t
i
; 
j
) = P (edge(t
i
; t

)jedges(
j
; 
t

)); (6.1)
whih is the extrinsi similarity between t
i
and the PATs in 
j
: how similarly they
onnet to the similar ontextual PAT(s) in 
t

(Here edge(t
i
; t

) is in the test set
and edges(
j
; 
t

) are the statistis alulated from the development set). When all
the andidate lusters have an extrinsi similarity with t
i
, I rank them aording to
these extrinsi similarities, produing a ranking with referene to the single ontext
t

. After this alulation iterates over all the ontextual PATs of t
i
, eah andidate
luster will have a series of ranks assoiated with all the ontextual PATs. I sum
up the ranks that eah andidate luster obtains as its nal preferene sore, based
on whih I an rank all the andidate lusters for the PAT t
i
.
In this way I rank all the 23 andidate lusters for the PATs in all lusters,
exept for the \other" luster. The PATs in the \other" luster are not assigned
there by semanti similarity. They are exluded from this experiment sine the
aforementioned ranking operation is purely similarity-oriented. After ltering, there
are altogether 124 PATs satisfying this riterion.
To show the orrelation between PATs' extrinsi and intrinsi similarity, I
also rank the andidate lusters by two other metris: a random value whih ats
as a lower-bound, and the PAT's intrinsi similarity alone. For the former, I just
repeat the above operation, replaing the result of Equation 6.1 with a random
value between 0 and 1. For the latter, I use Equation 5.3 to alulate the group-
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wise similarities between PAT t
i
and the andidate lusters and perform the ranking
aordingly.
Metri Relevant Cluster Ranked as the Top one MRR
Intrinsi Similarity 46 0.57
Extrinsi Similarity 9 0.24
Random Value 3 0.15
Table 6.2: Results of ranking 23 andidate lusters for 124 PATs
The ranking results by the three metris are summarized in Table 6.2. As
expeted, the PAT intrinsi similarity has the highest orrelation with PAT semanti
similarity. It ranks the orret luster as the top one for 46 PATs, or 46=124 = 37%.
Measured by mean reiproal rank (MRR), its sore is 0.57. In omparison, the
PAT extrinsi similarity ranks 9 orret lusters as the top one, and has a MRR
sore of 0.24. Considering there are 23 andidate lusters in total, PAT extrinsi
similarity also shows evident orrelation with PAT semanti similarity. This an be
seen by omparing the results with those of the unorrelated random value, too.
To gain more insight into the harateristis of PAT extrinsi similarity, I
alulated the perentage rank of the orret luster for eah PAT as well. The
distributions of the perentage ranks obtained by the three metris are shown in
Figure 6.1. In eah of the subplots, the x-axis shows 10 intervals, eah 10 perentage
points; while the y-axis shows the number of PAT instanes that fell in eah interval.
PAT intrinsi similarity ranks most of the orret lusters (85 lusters, or
68% of 124) as the top 10% among the 23 andidate lusters. Although the PAT
extrinsi similarity is not as eetive, it manages to onne a similar amount of
the orret lusters within the top 35% { again onrming that the PAT extrinsi
similarity exists and is aptured by the proposed ontext model. PAT extrinsi
similarity is also shown to be omplementing the PAT intrinsi similarity. It ranks
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Figure 6.1: Distributions of the perentage ranks of the orret lusters, shown
using three metris: PAT intrinsi similarity, PAT extrinsi similarity, and random
value baseline.
the orret luster among the top 10% for about 22% of all the PATs. For only 63%
out of this subset of PATs, the PAT intrinsi similarity ranks the orret luster
within the top 10%. This suggests that the two metris are independent.
For the baseline random metri, the resultant perentage ranks resemble a
uniform distribution, showing the expeted output of a typial unorrelated metri.
From these results, we see that my PAT intrinsi similarity measure alone
outputs PAT lusters with room for improvement. Meanwhile, the modeled extrin-
si similarity also shows omplementing orrelation with the PAT semanti similar-
ity. Although not as well orrelated as intrinsi similarity, it is nonetheless eetive
enough to have a positive impat to the lustering operation.
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6.3 Sample CSC PAT Clusters
Let us take a loser look at some of CSC's PAT lusters. The rst CSC luster is for
senario Airliner Crash, whih I refer to as \luster CRASH" sine it orresponds
to the 25 gold standard PATs for the salient ation { \rash" { of the senario. The
luster is shown in Table 6.3. Limited by spae in the table, I denote the PATs by
an ID, followed by the heads of the key semanti roles:
artileID:senteneID:ationID arg0 target arg1,
instead of showing them in the ontext of their host sentene as before. Also, as ex-
ample outputs, the CSC lusters orresponding to the ations \kill" and \retrieve"
in Airliner Crash, \erupt" in Volano and \beat" in Soer Final are similarly
named and displayed in Tables 6.4 through 6.8 (shown at the end of this setion).
These lusters form a sample to reveal the eets of extrinsi similarity upon PAT
lustering. Furthermore, some hallenging issues an also be observed.
Extrinsi similarity does ontribute to more aurate PAT lustering, by uti-
lizing ontexts. This proess an be quite intuitive. Take the PAT Jan102002.bb:
8:2 (PAT
1
) in Table 6.3 as an example, whih was initially exluded from the
seed luster. Among its ontexts, there was one PAT about the ation that an
airraft \ame (down)", whih has a dediated luster for itself. Meanwhile, via
the argument-similarity omponents of the ontextual relations, CSC knew that
the ations \ome (down)" and \rash" shared idential partiipants when they o-
ourred. Translated in CSC terms, PAT
1
and the PATs in luster CRASH were sim-
ilarly ontextually onneted to similar ontexts { PATs in luster COME DOWN.
This extrinsi similarity regarding the ation \ome (down)" boosted the overall se-
manti similarity between PAT
1
and luster CRASH and eventually led to a orret
luster assignment of the former.
The PAT Nov212004.tribuneindia:0:1 (PAT
2
) in Table 6.4 is an example
to show that the ontextual relation omponent of position-similarity also inreases
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extrinsi similarity desirably. Here a PAT (Nov212004.tribuneindia:0:0 in Ta-
ble 6.3, or PAT
3
for short) onerning the ation \rash" ated as its ruial ontext.
We know in (the input) news artiles, the SAs that an airraft rashed and aused
the death of the people onboard are usually mentioned lose to eah other, for
instane, in the sentene \A China Eastern ommuter plane rashed into a frozen
lake seonds after takeo in Inner Mongolia today, killing all 53 passengers and
rew, state media said". The PATs in the two orresponding lusters were there-
fore shown to be relatively lose to eah other, whih was similarly true for PAT
2
and PAT
3
. Given the fat that PAT
3
belonged to luster CRASH, PAT
2
and the
PATs in luster KILL beame suÆiently similar to be lustered together as a result
of the extrinsi similarity regarding the ation \rash".
Reasonable lusters for less frequent ations are also formed. Table 6.5 shows
the luster for the ation of reorders being \retrieved" in Airliner Crash. Despite
some irrelevant PATs in the seed luster, CSC managed to lter most noise (the
seed luster had already ahieved 100% reall of the relevant PATs).
The output also reveals that extrinsi similarity urrently is not always pre-
ise. Take the ation \say" for an example, the traes of the lustering proess
show that 5 out of 8 PATs orretly assigned to luster CRASH (Table 6.3) an
be mainly attributed to a ontextual PAT about \say". The explanation would
be they tend to appear in the viinity of eah other, or even o-our in the same
sentene. However, beause so many types of SAs an be onveyed by quoting
the remarks of someone, the PATs also have high extrinsi similarity with luster
CRASH regarding \say". This resulted in three irrelevant PATs being assigned to
this luster. The same PATs were also responsible for ertain irrelevant PATs in
other lusters. In the ase of luster KILL (Table 6.4), there happened to be 3
suh irrelevant PATs as well. This is the limitation of my urrent modeling of the
ontextual relations.
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There are ases where PATs about the same ation ended up as split lusters.
The reason is the thesaurus failed to reognize synonyms and separate seed lusters
were initialized. Subsequent CSC iterations manage to grow these seed lusters
individually but only in rare irumstanes do they onate. CSC generated two
split lusters for the ation \erupt" in Volano, as shown in Table 6.6 and 6.7. It
is lear that the PATs in Table 6.6 have verbs that are slightly dierent from those
of the PATs in Table 6.7, a dierene mistakenly exaggerated by the thesaurus.
There are yet another type of salient ations that we want to luster. For
example, in news artiles about the Nobel prize, the prize-winning ahievements
of the winner(s) is desribed. Aordingly, an ideal STC should reet suh SAs.
Beause the ahievements of dierent winners are diverse, the assoiated PAT in-
trinsi similarities will not reveal their true similarity, whih is only possible at the
disourse level. Extrinsi similarity, in ontrast, will have a better hane of ap-
turing this similarity. However, as in CSC it is only meant to omplement intrinsi
similarity, it is inapable of forming suh desired lusters just by itself { to luster
suh salient ations is beyond the urrent design of CASTle.
Other onsequenes of the limitations of the thesaurus are also shown in the
lustering results. Take Table 6.3 as an example, an irrelevant PAT with target
\ew" (Nov132001.bb:14:1) appears in the seed luster. It was assigned to this
luster in the AO initialization stage beause of its high pairwise intrinsi similarity
with other PATs in the seed luster. When suh irrelevant PATs are inorretly
inluded in the seed lusters, they are likely to remain there unless their extrin-
si similarity with other relevant PATs is extremely low. Consequently, beause
of them, ertain irrelevant PATs may have higher intrinsi similarity with these
lusters, resulting in more noise. I also mention Lin's thesaurus' drawbak of on-
sidering antonyms as highly similar while disussing the intrinsi similarity measure
in Setion 4.7. To address that problem, I rely on WordNet to detet antonyms
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and it works for the paraphrase reognition task. However, when this antonym
heking mehanism fails, CSC sometimes reates false seed lusters as a result.
Table 6.8 reets another losely related problem. In Soer Final, or similar
sports senarios or other senarios as long as a ompetition is involved, it is not
unommon to see one side \won" a title by \beating" its ounterpart. But these
two words were regarded as similar by the thesaurus, resulting in a mixed luster,
where semantially dierent ations are mistakenly onated.
Generally speaking, it is very important to minimize irrelevant PATs in the
seed lusters. Suh problems may beome less severe one the thesaurus beomes
more disriminating. Currently, I rely on a high intrinsi similarity threshold to
ontrol the quality of the seed lusters. But this approah risks rendering more than
one seed luster for a single ation, ompeting for relevant PATs, as in Table 6.6 and
6.7. So it is worthwhile to investigate more sophistiated initialization methods in
the future. Introduing ertain generi fuzzy onstraints for the lustering operation
may help. For example, a onstraint demanding the same salient ation in an event
have only one entity for the same semanti role will be able to fore PATs on \win"
and \beat" apart.
Some errors are due to rather subtle dierenes among PATs. We know
some news artiles mention historial fats as bakground information. Suh PATs
are idential to those of the salient ations exept for the temporal information,
whih is largely ignored in the intrinsi similarity measure. Examples inlude er-
tain irrelevant PATs about previous eruptions of a volano (in Table 6.6) or the
outome of the last game between two ompeting soer teams (in Table 6.8). The
intrinsi similarity measure urrently does not onsider negatives or modals in PATs
either, whih oasionally our but are highly likely to lead to inorret lustering.
Fortunately, suh errors an be minimized one the intrinsi similarity measure is
properly extended.
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CSC Cluster: Airliner Crash: CRASH
Comment relevant PAT ID ARG0 TARGET ARG1
Y
a
Jul032001.telegraph:0:0 rashed airraft
Y Nov132001.bb:0:1 rashed ity
Y Nov252001.bb:0:2 rashed airraft
Y Jan102002.bb:0:1 rashed plane
PATs in Y Jan102002.bb:7:5 rashed it
the seed Y Apr172002.bb:13:0 rashed plane
luster Y May232002.rte:1:0 rashed airraft
Y Feb102004.bsnews:9:2 rashed it
Y Nov212004.tribuneindia:0:0 rashed plane
Nov132001.bb:12:0 State rashed
Nov132001.bb:14:1 ew jets
Y s
b
Nov132001.bb:1:2 nosedived it
Y Jan102002.bb:8:2 it rashed Lundi
Y s Apr172002.bb:10:1 plane rashed time
Y s Apr172002.bb:12:1 plane rashed announement
Y May232002.rte:0:1 jet rashed sea
PATs that Y s Jul022002.telegraph:0:1 airraft ollided Germany
extrinsi Y s Jun292004.bb:0:0 it rashed Sierra
similarity helps Y Feb102004.bsnews:0:0 airliner rashed Tuesday
to put in Nov252001.bb:1:0 LX3597 arrying rew
Nov252001.bb:8:3 years ying years
Nov252001.bb:11:0 reball engulfed part
Nov252001.bb:14:0 ies subsidiary
Feb102004.bsnews:3:1 heliopters landing sene
Jun292004.bb:2:0 heliopter arrying workers
a
A Y indiates a PAT that does belong to this luster.
b
A Y s here indiates a PAT whose orret assignment an be attributed to a ontextual PAT
about \say".
Table 6.3: Extrinsi similarity's impat to a single luster: CRASH
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CSC Cluster: Airliner Crash: KILL
Comment relevant PAT ID ARG0 TARGET ARG1
Y Jul032001.telegraph:0:1 airraft killing people
PATs in Y Nov252001.bb:0:1 died people
the seed Y Nov132001.bb:0:2 killing people
luster Y Jan102002.bb:0:2 killed marines
Y Feb102004.bsnews:2:1 killed people
Nov252001.bb:5:3 wounded
Y Nov212004.tribuneindia:0:1 plane killing rew
PATs that Nov132001.bb:3:2 arried infants
extrinsi Nov252001.bb:4:0 ininerated they
similarity helps Nov252001.bb:4:1 buried they
to put in Nov132001.bb:0:0 workers pulled wrekage
May232002.rte:2:2 pilot sent message
Table 6.4: Extrinsi similarity's impat to a single luster: KILL
CSC Cluster: Airliner Crash: RETRIEVE
Comment relevant PAT ID ARG0 TARGET ARG1
Y Nov252001.bb:8:0 reovered reorders
PATs in Y Apr172002.bb:5:1 reovered one
the seed Nov252001.bb:2:0 Resuers reovered bodies
luster Jun292004.bb:7:0 airraft fell area
Nov212004.tribuneindia:2:4 falling
Jul022002 Collision.telegraph:1:2 fall balls
extrinsi similarity Jul032001.telegraph:2:0 disappeared It
helps to put in
Table 6.5: Extrinsi similarity's impat to a single luster: RETRIEVE
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CSC Cluster: Volano: ERUPT:1
Comment relevant PAT ID ARG0 TARGET ARG1
Y Nov042002Reventador.nytimes brief:0:0 erupted volano
Y Nov042002Reventador.nytimes brief:2:1 erupting volano
Y De302002Stromboli.bb:0:0 erupted volano
Y Sep022004Asama.peoplesdaily:0:1 erupted Asama
Y Apr182005Karthala.bsnews:0:0 erupted volano
Y May302005BarrenIsland.ab.au:5:2 erupt smoke
Y Jun052005Colima.b:0:0 volano erupted Sunday
PATs in Sep022004Asama.peoplesdaily:13:2 ourred eruptions
the seed May302005BarrenIsland.ab.au:4:4 erupted
luster Ot012004StHelens.b:9:0 Helens erupted
Apr132005Talang.bb:9:4 sparks
Jan182002Nyiragongo.bb:12:0 broke dawn
Jan182002Nyiragongo.bb:12:3 lava engulfed houses
Jun052005Colima.b:7:0 p.m. engulfed peak
Nov042002Reventador.nytimes brief:0:2 ity sparked warnings
Sep022004Asama.peoplesdaily:3:5 ourred eruptions
Apr132005Talang.bb:3:2 rumbling volano
Mar092005StHelens.bsnews:0:3 heralds eruption
Mar092005StHelens.bsnews:6:1 ollapse triggered burst
PATs that Ot012004StHelens.b:1:0 lasted eruption
extrinsi Jan182002Nyiragongo.bb:10:5 disappeared Parts
similarity helps Sep022004Asama.peoplesdaily:3:0 the rst ourred p.m.
to put in Jan182002Nyiragongo.bb:12:2 hardening lava
Jan182002Nyiragongo.bb:8:2 swept lava
May302005BarrenIsland.ab.au:2:0 sea surrounded volano
Table 6.6: Extrinsi similarity's impat to a single luster: ERUPT:1
CSC Cluster: Volano: ERUPT:2
Comment relevant PAT ID ARG0 TARGET ARG1
Y Jan182002Nyiragongo.bb:0:1 poured rok
Y Jan182002Nyiragongo.bb:1:3 pouring
PATs in Y Apr132005Talang.bb:5:2 mountain spewing feet
the seed Y Apr182005Karthala.bsnews:2:0 owing Lava
luster Y May302005BarrenIsland.ab.au:0:0 Smoke spewing India
Y May302005BarrenIsland.ab.au:4:2 pouring lava
Y Jun052005Colima.b:0:1 spewing rok
Y Ot012004StHelens.b:0:0 rose ash
Y Jun052005Colima.b:0:2 raining ash
PATs that De302002Stromboli.bb:5:1 sun obsured loud
extrinsi NEG
a
Apr132005Talang.bb:7:0 volano spewed lava
similarity helps Apr132005Talang.bb:9:3 smoke there
to put in Mar092005StHelens.bsnews:2:1 plume billowing thousands
Mar092005StHelens.bsnews:2:2 drifting plume
May302005BarrenIsland.ab.au:2:1 rolls lava
May302005BarrenIsland.ab.au:4:1 Coastguards reported lava
a
Negative { the PAT has the opposite meaning: \The volano has not yet spewed lava from
the rater."
Table 6.7: Extrinsi similarity's impat to a single luster: ERUPT:2
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CSC Cluster: Soer Final: BEAT
Comment relevant PAT ID ARG0 TARGET ARG1
W
a
May162002EuroChampionsLeague.telegraph:1:1 volley won Cup
W Jun302002WorldCup.bb:2:0 Brazil won prize
W May082002UefaCup.telegraph:1:2 night won Cup
B
b
Jul252004CopaAmeria.bb:0:0 Brazil beat Argentina
B May162001UefaCup.telegraph:3:3 Liverpool winning nals
B May162001UefaCup.telegraph:2:0 side won Cup
B Jun302002WorldCup.bb:11:0 won duel
B Jul042004EURO.bb:0:1 one beat Portugal
B May262005EuroChampionsLeague.telegraph:0:0 Liverpool won
Bh

Jul042004EURO.bb:7:1 they beat Republi
Bh Jun302002WorldCup.bb:7:1 Frane beat Brazil
Bh Jul042004EURO.bb:6:1 beating them
Jul302001CopaAmeria.bb:11:1 side won
May262004EuroChampionsLeague.telegraph:10:0 We got planning
Jul042004EURO.bb:5:2 he won Brazil
PATs in May262004EuroChampionsLeague.telegraph:8:0 we know what
the seed May262005EuroChampionsLeague.telegraph:2:5 Gerrard winning penalty
luster Jul302001CopaAmeria.bb:1:0 ountry forgot war
Aug282004Olympis.bb:8:3 goes Heinze
May262005EuroChampionsLeague.telegraph:5:0 We win 4-3.
Jul042004EURO.bb:14:1 beat Riardo
May082002UefaCup.telegraph:14:2 win kik
May262005EuroChampionsLeague.telegraph:11:6 Kaka played magiian
Jul252004CopaAmeria.bb:11:1 went what
May262004EuroChampionsLeague.telegraph:8:1 happened what
Jul252004CopaAmeria.bb:11:0 happened what
May082002UefaCup.telegraph:0:1 played UEFA
Jul302001CopaAmeria.bb:14:0 Mexio played game
Aug282004Olympis.bb:9:0 nished 20
Aug282004Olympis.bb:0:0 gave goal
May162002EuroChampionsLeague.telegraph:14:1 Zidane took eyes
May082002UefaCup.telegraph:6:1 gave Feyenoord
Jul252004CopaAmeria.bb:3:2 missed Heinze
Jul252004CopaAmeria.bb:9:0 lost
May262004EuroChampionsLeague.telegraph:6:0 He looked man
PATs that W Jul252004CopaAmeria.bb:0:1 Brazil win thrilling
extrinsi B Aug282004Olympis.bb:0:1 they beat Paraguay
similarity Jun302002WorldCup.bb:14:1 Ronaldo beat Kahn
helps Jul042004EURO.bb:4:1 oah pulled together
to put in Jul252004CopaAmeria.bb:8:0 ame Argentina
May262005EuroChampionsLeague.telegraph:1:0 Liverpool faing the deepest
a
A W indiates a PAT that says one party won the event.
b
A B indiates a PAT that says one party defeated another.

A Bh indiates a PAT that says one party defeated another in a previous event.
Table 6.8: Extrinsi similarity's impat to a single luster: BEAT
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6.4 Baseline Comparison: Cluster-wise
In this setion, I ompare the lustering performanes of CSC and the baseline
system { K-means. The rst miro-omparison involves some of their omparable
lusters
1
, fousing on the ases that have shown to be diÆult. I follow by maro-
omparison, where the overall lustering results of the two algorithms are ompared.
Table 6.9 shows the CSC and K-means' lusters for \rash" side by side,
segmented aording to whether the PATs are shared by the two lusters. The
relevane of the PATs is also indiated. Here we an see that:
 CSC and K-means luster PATs dierently. Although there happens to be 25
PATs in both lusters, only 16 among them, or 64% of either luster overlap.
 Out of the shared PATs, the majority, or 12, are relevant, as shown in the up-
per segment. The 5 shared irrelevant ones, inluding PAT Nov132001.bb:14:1
in CSC's seed luster, represent the most problemati irrelevant PATs, as they
have not only relatively high intrinsi similarity (to be in the K-means luster)
but also relatively high extrinsi similarity (to be in the CSC luster) with
the relevant PATs.
 The unshared PATs are the most interesting to look at. There are 9 PATs
only appear in the CSC luster, 5 are relevant, for 3 out of whih the extrinsi
similarity an be redited. As for the 7 PATs that only appear in the K-means
luster, only 3 are relevant. So K-means is less preise when it disagrees with
CSC, whih implies that CSC is generally more preise.
 Sine the sizes of these two omparable lusters are idential, CSC has a
better reall (68% vs. K-means' 60%) regarding this partiular luster, too.
1
To nd the K-means ounterpart of an CSC luster, the one with the most relevant PATs are
piked. In the ase of a tie, the smaller one is always favored.
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The side-by-side omparisons of other PAT luster pairs show similar results:
CSC and K-means output dierent lusters, CSC lusters are generally better, and
there are problemati irrelevant PATs with high intrinsi and extrinsi similarities.
More omparisons not only make it lear how CSC generally reats positively in
diÆult ases, but also reveal some of CSC's weak points.
We have already seen CSC has a luster RETRIEVE for Airliner Crash
with ertain irrelevant PATs, and Table 6.5 learly shows that the extrinsi simi-
larity did well at sreening. Without other relevant PATs to luster, few irrelevant
PATs were added to the seed luster. Its K-means equivalent is in Table 6.10, sim-
ilarly segmented to show the overlapping portion. It is inated by irrelevant PATs
appearing modestly similar (those with verbs like \lose", \searh" or arguments
suh as \body"). Without being onstrained by ontexts, K-means is more prone
to the thesaurus errors from its use of the intrinsi similarity measure of PAT.
As to the luster KILL for Aviation Crash, K-means did not generate a
ounterpart luster. Table 6.11 shows one luster rather for the ation \say".
Nonetheless it is piked sine it ontains the most relevant PATs for \kill", whih
were put in this luster mainly beause of the shared argument \people". CSC, on
the other hand, expanded the luster with limited irrelevant PATs.
The Volano luster ERUPT:1 of K-means in Table 6.12 shows a situation
similar to that of its luster KILL. Most of the PATs there, relevant or not, share
the arguments \eruption" or \volano" and are onsequently intrinsially similar
to eah other. Ignoring ontextual information, K-means was unable to further
dierentiate them. As CSC has a low-quality seed luster (refer to Table 6.6)
and K-means similarly has a low-quality luster, it is lear that there are many
irrelevant PATs having high intrinsi similarity. In this ase, although CSC might
have missed its fous on the ation \erupt", it nonetheless managed to blok some
of these misleading PATs.
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K-means also failed to generate a luster that losely mathes the seond split
luster ERUPT:2 of CSC, whih ontains 9 relevant PATs. Table 6.13 shows the
most relevant K-means luster, whih has 2 shared relevant PATs and a unique one.
The 7 relevant PATs unshared by this luster are found sattered over another 4 K-
means lusters, a severe ase of splitting regarding this salient ation. The diverse
verbs (\spew", \smoke", \billow", \pour", \ow", \rise" and \rain") used by the
relevant PATs oer some explanation for why K-means split the SA aross multiple
lusters. In ontrast, CSC is more robust to this situation, reating just a single
relevant luster.
In Table 6.14, we an see when CSC generated a mixture of PATs for \beat"
and \win", K-means failed to separate these two ations either, just as expeted.
Substantial overlap an be seen, and K-means is again less aurate regarding its
non-overlapping part. However, the absolute amount of irrelevant PATs in the CSC
luster is bigger. The reason K-means did not have as many irrelevant PATs is that
it put some of them, together other four relevant PATs, into another luster. K-
means' tendeny to split redued the noise in this partiular luster as a outome.
In this ase, CSC's performane is inferior to that of K-means.
The above miro-omparisons show that for the salient ation \rash", CSC
generates a better PAT luster. The dierene in the quality of the two lusters
is not statistially signiant, though, as their preision values are lose (CSC is
better than K-means by around 8%). For some salient ations the dierenes ould
be more signiant. For example, CSC ahieves a F-measure of 63% for the salient
ation \kill" while K-means fails to form an apparently dediated luster for the
same ation. However, there are also ases that CSC lusters have relatively more
irrelevant PATs, risking a lower preision, as in the ase of the ation \beat". To
answer whether CSC or K-means has a better overall lustering performane, a
maro-omparison is arried out.
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6.5 Baseline Comparison: Overall Performane
This experiment ompares the overall lustering results of CSC and K-means.
The standard lustering metris of purity and inverse purity (Hotho, Staab, and
Stumme, 2003) are used. Generally speaking, purity indiates the preision of the
generated lusters and their reall is indiated by the inverse purity metri.
I use the manual lusters as the gold standard, the numbers of whih for eah
senario in the test set are shown under the olumn \#Gold Standard Clusters"
in Table 6.15. In the table, we an see that CSC outperforms K-means on 12 of
15 senarios for both P and IP. For the remaining 3 senarios, where CSC and K-
means have omparable P sores, the IP sores of CSC are all signiantly higher
than that of K-means. This onrms that lusters that tend to be split apart in
K-means are properly joined together in CSC, where their purities are similar.
One thing worth mentioning here is that the \other" luster normally is
relatively large for eah senario, and thus may skew the results. To remove this
eet, I exluded PATs belonging to the CSC \other" luster from the K-means
input, generating one fewer luster. Running the evaluation again, the resulting
P-IP sores, as shown in shown in Table 6.16, again show that CSC outperforms
the baseline K-means. Visually, Figure 6.2 illustrates the two algorithms' harmoni
means of P-IP sores for eah senario.
After removing the \other" luster, however, K-means does have higher P
sores more often. Further analysis suggests that while K-means generated split
lusters, they are not neessarily individually low in preision { something hard
to disover during miro-omparisons. Not onstrained by one-to-one mapping,
K-means had a hane to outperform CSC at the P sores.
This is a limitation of the metris of purity and inverse purity. They are more
suitable for the situation where the system has as many lusters as there are in the
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#Gold Std. CSC K-means
Senario Clusters P IP P IP
AirlinerCrash 23 .57 .42 .55 .28
Earthquake 18 .55 .45 .53 .32
Eletion 10 .75 .21 .70 .19
Fire 14 .63 .41 .61 .26
LaunhEvent 12 .77 .23 .66 .21
Layo 10 .71 .44 .71 .18
LegalCase 8 .74 .38 .69 .19
Nobel 6 .78 .19 .72 .13
Obituary 7 .82 .38 .73 .22
RoadAident 20 .56 .45 .56 .39
SoerFinal 5 .88 .18 .77 .13
Storm 14 .56 .29 .59 .24
Tennis 6 .87 .17 .81 .12
TerroristAttak 14 .63 .44 .62 .33
Volano 16 .67 .27 .62 .18
Average 12.2 .70 .33 .66 .22
Table 6.15: CSC outperforms K-means with respet to the purity (P) and inverse
purity (IP) sores.
#Gold Std. CSC K-means
Senario Clusters P IP P IP
AirlinerCrash 22 .60 .67 .54 .48
Earthquake 17 .57 .72 .55 .53
Eletion 9 .57 .62 .61 .46
Fire 13 .56 .80 .57 .51
LaunhEvent 11 .66 .60 .66 .58
Layo 9 .67 .72 .57 .39
LegalCase 7 .67 .54 .70 .41
Nobel 5 .77 .45 .77 .32
Obituary 6 .66 .91 .75 .63
RoadAident 19 .65 .75 .69 .65
SoerFinal 4 .77 .67 .63 .47
Storm 13 .59 .53 .63 .43
Tennis 5 .71 .54 .80 .43
TerroristAttak 13 .67 .81 .65 .67
Volano 15 .58 .55 .58 .37
Average 11.2 .65 .66 .65 .49
Table 6.16: CSC outperforms K-means with respet to the purity (P) and inverse
purity (IP) sores. The \other" luster exluded.
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CSC vs. K−means: F measure
scenario id
0 5 10 15
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
CSC
K−means
Figure 6.2: The harmoni means of purity and inverse purity of CSC and K-means.
gold standard. One the system is allowed to generate more lusters, it an split
a desired luster into several piees, all an be mapped to a single gold standard
luster. The resultant purity sum would be as good as that of a single ideal luster.
This fully explains the high P and low IP sores of K-means. However, onsidering
the goal of our PAT lustering is STC, splitting lusters should not be favored.
This problem is addressed by imposing a one-to-one mapping onstraint for
the P-IP alulation. When I enfore this onstraint, we an learly see CSC outruns
K-means at both metris in Table 6.17.
6.6 Conlusions
In the previous hapter, I desribe my graphial framework whih omplements PAT
intrinsi similarity with PAT extrinsi similarity. In order to give onrete evidene
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#Gold Std. CSC K-means
Senario Clusters P IP P IP
AirlinerCrash 22 .52 .28 .40 .21
Earthquake 17 .51 .28 .47 .26
Eletion 9 .45 .12 .43 .11
Fire 13 .49 .20 .39 .16
LaunhEvent 11 .51 .14 .51 .14
Layo 9 .59 .17 .36 .10
LegalCase 7 .44 .12 .35 .10
Nobel 5 .43 .11 .32 .08
Obituary 6 .61 .13 .61 .13
RoadAident 19 .54 .30 .59 .33
SoerFinal 4 .50 .06 .33 .04
Storm 13 .48 .22 .40 .19
Tennis 5 .43 .04 .40 .04
TerroristAttak 13 .60 .23 .56 .21
Volano 15 .42 .15 .32 .12
Average 11.2 .50 .17 .43 .15
Table 6.17: CSC outperforms K-means with respet to the purity (P) and inverse
purity (IP) sores, with \other" luster exluded and one-to-one mapping required.
that extrinsi similarity does exist, I onduted a speially designed experiment.
The results showed that the proposed ontextual model is apable of apturing an
extrinsi similarity that orrelates with the semanti similarity of PATs. The exper-
iment also onrms that although the PAT intrinsi similarity is highly preise, its
reall has room for improvement. Meanwhile, intrinsi and extrinsi similarities are
to a ertain extent omplementary, making ombining them an appealing diretion
for improving PAT similarity alulation.
I implemented the framework and ran it over a number of artile sets. Some
representative resultant PAT lusters show extrinsi similarity an help to identify
relevant PATs and onsequently improve the reall, as hypothesized. From another
point of view, extrinsi similarity enfores an eetive ontextual onstraint that
redues the noise in PAT lusters.
The output also revealed ases that demand extra attention. Most of them
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are due to thesaurus errors that an not be easily orreted. Compared to the
baseline system K-means, the proposed framework reats preferably in these ases.
However, it is also lear that it is important to have high-quality seed lusters and
more investigation into other ontextual relations is desired.
Standard purity and inverse purity metris are used to ompare the overall
performanes of the proposed framework and the baseline system. To separate
dierent inuening fators, I alulated three versions of P-IP sores. The proposed
framework managed to outperform the baseline system at PAT lustering with
respet to eah of them.
Generating PAT lusters is a ruial operation for STC. However, it is not
the utmost goal yet. These PAT lusters need to undergo a generalization proess,
whih I takle next, before we an have the nal output: the human-readable
senario templates.
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Chapter 7
CASTle Output
In this hapter, I desribe the adaptation of an existing generalization approah.
It ahieves the PAT-lusters to senario template transformation, and ompletes
CASTle as an STC system. I also assess how well the CSC-generated PAT lusters
serve in reating orret senario template slots.
7.1 Two Representations
In CASTle, CSC puts PATs into ohesive lusters. A luster an be viewed a
olletion of semantially similar PATs with varied lexial seletion and syntatial
onstrution, as shown in Setion 6.3. Note that an ST need not ontain all the
PAT lusters, however. It an be formed based on a subset of them, preferably the
top largest ones under the assumption that the size of lusters is orrelated with
their salieny.
The seleted PAT lusters oer the linguisti representation of the senario:
how eah salient ation an be linguistially onveyed is given by individual exam-
ples. These lusters are easily readable to mahines, failitating their appliation in
related NLP tasks (Chapter 9 disusses some of them). However, enumerations of
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possible expressions for ations may not be the best way for human to omprehend a
senario. In this respet, a set of slots denoting the SAs of the senario, as shown in
Chapter 2, makes a better representation. It expliitly shows the senario's salient
ations, their partiipants and the outstanding attributes about them. This is the
semanti representation of the senario, the output of a generalization proess.
7.2 Ontology-based Generalization
As its name suggests, the generalization proess nds a generi term to represent
a group of entities. For example, in a PAT luster, there exist dierent agent
instanes that performed the ation. If this ation is deemed salient, one of the
template slots should be formed for this agent. A spei term is needed as the
desriptor of this slot, funtioning as its label and an indiator of its possible llers.
This slot desriptor needs to be generi enough to over the entire group
of entities, seen or unseen, that ould be the llers of the slot; it also has to be
spei enough to suggest only valid llers. So the generalization proess is a data-
driven proess, highly dependent on the instanes olleted in the PAT luster.
For example, if the agents in the PAT luster CRASH of the Airliner Crash
senario inludes only jet planes, heliopters, et., the term airraft would be more
appropriate. In ontrast, a less spei one, for instane vehile, should be avoided.
Tseng et al. (2006) propose a WordNet ontology-based approah to generi
title generation for a set of relevant terms. They ollet all the hypernyms of
every term as andidates, whih are further ranked by their total frequeny in
the olletion and their depth in the ontology (whih reets speiity). The
top ranked hypernyms are seleted. Their approah does not require pre-dened
semanti ategories, making it appliable to the generalization task of CASTle.
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The weight, or sore, for eah andidate h is alulated as:
weight(h) =
freq
ktk
 2 (
1
1 + exp
 d
  0:5); (7.1)
where freq is the frequeny of h in the hypernym olletion; ktk is a normalization
fator equal to the total number of the relevant terms; d is the depth of h (the
depth of the root node is 1) and  is an empirially set parameter ontrolling the
shape of the sigmoid funtion.
To adapt this approah into CASTle, one important step is to deide the
relevant terms to generalize. As the largest PAT lusters represent a senario's
salient ations, I start from the largest ones
1
and deompose their PATs into six
sets: i.e., verb prediates, agents, patients, prediate modiers, agent modiers and
patient modiers. For the rst three sets, what the SRL extrats are normally either
individual verbs or (multi-word) noun phrases. Instead of using all the words in
the text spans diretly, I take their syntati headwords as the terms to generalize.
This is reminisent of the proedure I use to alulate PAT intrinsi similarity:
there, phrases are also redued to headwords. The resultant generi terms are put
into the template with their agent-prediate-patient relations preserved. Figure 7.1
shows an exerpt of the automatially generated template Airliner Crash where
the semanti roles in the top two largest PAT lusters have been generalized.
The three sets of modiers are phrases modifying the rst three sets, re-
spetively. They are extrated by a number of heuristi syntati rules and are
also redued to their headwords. These modiers are quite semantially diverse, as
shown in Figure 7.1. Thus, generalization (probably after a ategorization opera-
tion) remains as a hallenging problem. Figure 7.2 gives an exerpt of the template
Launh Event, where similar information is shown regarding the generalized agent,
prediate, patient and their modier heads for two salient ations.
1
Generally speaking, the biggest luster would be for the ation \say" for all the senarios.
Suh a low speiity of this ation hints us to skip it while reating STs.
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Semanti Generi Modier
Cluster Role Term Heads
prediate rash Lundi, sea, lake, announement, Pak-
istan, takeo, Zurih, time, suiide,
area, aording, woodland, Saturday,
Wednesday, shortly, shortly, roaring,
Sierra, Siberia, island, ity
agent airraft the, Iranian, jumbo, resue, An, a,
Russian-built, Mi-8, wrekage, and,
The, two, the, smoking
1 patient |
prediate kill inident
agent |
2 patient people 143, 260, all, all
Figure 7.1: Automated output senario template from CASTle for the senario
Airliner Crash.
Semanti Generi Modier
Cluster Role Term Heads
prediate ommuniate,
launh
Cape, trajetory, two, quarry, Novem-
ber, Israeli, stages, Monday, 10, Cape,
November
agent
1 patient vehile,
roket
Shenzhou, seond, Shenzhou, a, third,
the, its, unmanned, the, the, new, The,
the, the
prediate arry spae, 16, Eutelsat, mirogravity
agent
2 patient artifat a, a, two, researh, the, university, new,
all, a, a, ommuniations, a
Figure 7.2: Automated output senario template from CASTle for the senario
Launh Event.
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The size of the template may inrease when more lusters are generalized,
as new slots may result.
7.3 Template Coverage
I ompare the template slots that are output from CASTle with those dened in
existing STs in MUC. During the omparison, the slots automatially generalized
from verb prediates, agents or patients are manually mapped to the slots in the
ation templates of MUC STs. For the information ontained in their modiers,
I assume that a powerful generalizer would be available to reover the semanti
ategories that they represent. These semanti ategories are mapped to slots in
the ation or entity template, depending on what they modify. For instane, in the
automated template Airliner Crash the slots that result from the rst luster,
i.e., \rash" and \airraft", an be mapped to the MUC ation template about the
rash of an airraft. The \rash" slot has many modiers representing either the
time or the loation of the ation and thus two MUC slots onerning the ation
\rash": CRASH DATE and CRASH SITE are onsidered overed.
Two MUC7 templates are shown as a list of slots in Figure 7.3, where hor-
izontal lines delimit slots about dierent ations or entities, and asterisks mark
all the slots that are feasible to be aptured, given an improved generalizer. The
results here are only indiative and not onlusive, as there are only two MUC7
templates available for omparison: Aviation Disaster (Airliner Crash in my
list) and Launh Event. Nonetheless, we an see a substantial amount of over-
lap, indiating that the STC system CASTle powered by CSC is able to apture
senarios' SAs.
To assess their automatially generated templates, (Filatova, Hatzivassiloglou,
and MKeown, 2006) suggest an extrinsi evaluation where human subjets judge
whether generated STs an answer questions from pre-dened question lists. I
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AviationDisaster LaunhEvent
* AIRCRAFT * VEHICLE
* AIRLINE * VEHICLE TYPE
DEPARTURE POINT * VEHICLE OWNER
DEPARTURE DATE * PAYLOAD
* AIRCRAFT TYPE * PAYLOAD TYPE
* CRASH DATE PAYLOAD FUNC
* CRASH SITE * PAYLOAD OWNER
CAUSE INFO PAYLOAD ORIGIN
* VICTIMS NUM * LAUNCH DATE
* LAUNCH SITE
MISSION TYPE
MISSION FUNCTION
MISSION STATUS
Figure 7.3: MUC-7 template overage: asterisks mark all slots that an be auto-
matially generated.
repliate their evaluation by reusing their question lists. Using my loal dataset
as omparable input, I ran the system to generate STs and assessed whether the
generated slots are answers. The slots for eah senario were generalized from the
top 5 PAT lusters and I added manual SAs (as would be generalized from the
modiers) from these lusters when appliable until 10 slots were formed in total.
Senario FHM06 CSC
Earthquake 42.2% 50.0%
AviationDisaster 67.6% 63.6%
Eletion 66.7% 50.0%
TerroristAttak 69.7% 63.6%
average 61.5% 56.8%
Table 7.1: System overage on human questions.
The results in Table 7.1 show that CASTle ahieves an average overage of
57% for the four senarios. This is omparable to the 62% overage reported in
(Filatova, Hatzivassiloglou, and MKeown, 2006).
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There were approximately 20 lusters involved for their evaluation, where ev-
ery distint verb belongs to its own luster. In ontrast, CASTle gets a omparable
overage with only 25% as many lusters, thanks to the improved PAT similarity
measurement.
7.4 Detailed Analysis of Senario Templates
In ontrast to manually-reated STs, it is straightforward to adjust STs reated by
CASTle. By simply hanging the number of PAT lusters seleted, CASTle an
reate dierent versions of STs for a senario. Changing the number of input PATs
would hange the salieny level reeted in the output senario. For example, a
more suint ST of Airliner Crash might only over the two most salient ations
\rash" and \kill", while alternatively a more detailed version ould reate more
template slots so that the expeted destination of the airraft, whether the ight
data reorder has been found are reeted. Additionally, when some other versions
of STs are desired in the future, they an always be ustom-made to meet the
requirements as long as the PAT lusters of the senario have been arhived.
In this setion, I show the output templates for Airliner Crash and 14
other senarios. They are represented as Tables 7.2 through 7.16. I also have 15
short subsetions to highlight the salient aspets suessfully aptured for these
15 senarios. Generally speaking, these templates reet all the PAT lusters of
theirs that ontain no less than 10 elements. As before, the prediates, agents
and patients of these lusters are proessed by the implemented generalizer. The
resultant generi terms and the instanes that they over are both shown. On the
other hand, the headwords of the modiers are just listed without being generalized.
Oasionally, the generalizer fails to nd a generi term that an over suÆ-
ient instanes (20% of the total instanes in my experiments) of the prediates of
a PAT luster, where the prediates are overly diverse. Reasons for this inlude the
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PAT luster ontains too muh noise or the olletion of prediates is problemati
for the generalizer. In either ase, the luster is not shown in the template even
it onsists of more than 10 PATs. On average, about 1 PAT luster is aeted for
eah senario.
7.4.1 Airliner Crash
The (disernible) aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
 The rst luster (size 63): Some person said or informed something. This
luster appears in the STs of almost all the senarios. Sine it is thus the
least spei to any senario, I skip this luster for the remaining senarios;
 The seond luster (size 25): Some airraft rashed. The date, site of the rash
and the owner, type of the airraft an be generalized from the modiers;
 The fourth luster (size 12): People were killed. The number of asualty is
generalizable from the modiers;
 The fth luster (size 10): Vitims that are speially mentioned.
7.4.2 Earthquake
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
 The seond luster (size 52): People were killed. The modiers show the site
and magnitude of the asualty;
 The third luster (size 24): An earthquake struk a region. The modiers
show the time and the type of the aeted region;
 The fourth luster (size 12): A luster split from the third one;
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 The sixth luster (size 11): A tsunami was triggered. The modiers show the
magnitude of it;
 The seventh luster (size 10): The magnitude of the earthquake, measured on
the Rihter sale;
7.4.3 Eletion
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
 The seond luster (size 26): One andidate won the eletion. Similar to the
luster BEAT in Soer Final, this luster is a mixture of \win" and \beat".
The modiers show the oÆial position and party of the andidates.
7.4.4 Fire
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
 The seond luster (size 35): People were injured or killed in a re. The
modiers show their number and oupation;
 The fourth luster (size 17): How the re was possibly started;
 The fth luster (size 16): A re broke out. The modiers mainly desribe
the time of the re;
 The seventh luster (size 11): How the re spread.
One SA seems missing from this template: the site of the re. This information
should have appeared among the modiers of the seond luster. Due to the sim-
pliity of my modier extrator, it inorretly takes phrases suh as \in a re" as
the modier.
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7.4.5 Launh Event
We have seen an exerpt of this ST before in Figure 7.2. It is repeated here with
more aptured salient ations and salient aspets of this senario:
 The seond luster (size 26): An vehile was launhed. The time, site of
the launh and the type, owner of the vehile an be generalized from the
modiers;
 The fourth luster (size 18): The payload on the vehile. The modiers show
the number, type and owner of the payload;
 The fth luster (size 15): Who has built the vehile. The builders sometimes
are presented by the modier of the prediate;
 The eighth luster (size 11): This is a luster split from the seond luster.
7.4.6 Layo
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
 The rst luster (size 124): Some ompany announed something. The oun-
try, industry and rank of the ompany are among the modiers;
 The seond luster (size 36): The ompany is utting its jobs. Among the
modiers, the magnitude of the ut an be generalized;
 The third luster (size 12): The prot loss of the ompany;
7.4.7 Legal Case
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
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 The seond luster (size 43): Some person was sentened. The harge, ontent
of the sentene and when the sentene was made an all be generalized from
the modiers.
7.4.8 Nobel Prize
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
 The sixth luster (size 13): Someone was awarded a (Nobel) prize. The mod-
iers of the patients desribe the year and the ategory of the Nobel Prize.
Senarios like this are problemati to CASTle, presumably so to other future STC
systems as well. The related news artiles would be introduing the laureates'
work, espeially their ontributions that won them the prize. These ontributions
and their impats are dierent from eah other and it is hard to luster them
semantially. As a result, SAs from only one semantially ohesive PAT luster
appear in the ST. It will be interesting to see how dierent the template reated
by human experts ould be.
7.4.9 Obituary
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
 The seond luster (size 41): A person died. This luster is also a mixture,
where the fat that this person suered a disease and died from it is also
onveyed. Consequently, there are a lot an be generalized from the modiers:
the age, oupation of the dead, what the disease was, the time and site of
the death.
Other SAs that CASTle missed inlude: the ontributions of the persons onerned,
whih are too diversied to be lustered orretly, and the dates of birth, whih are
found mixed with the seond luster, too.
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7.4.10 Road Aident
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
 The seond luster (size 31): People were injured or killed. The modiers
show the type of the vehile and the amount of the asualty;
 The third luster (size 26): A vehile plunged. The modiers show the site,
in partiular, the ountry and the geographi feature of the site;
 The fourth luster (size 23): The vehile rashed into something (before it felt
a long distane). The modiers show the site of the aident;
 The seventh luster (size 11): Vitims were taken to hospital.
It should be noted that most road aidents here involved some vehile that plunged
down a bridge, into a river, et. It is beause this type of aident normally auses
severe asualties and therefore will be widely reported. In other words, it is not
oinidene, but rather the partiular data olletion riteria that selets these
aidents out of all the ground traÆ aidents.
7.4.11 Soer Final
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
 The rst luster (size 41): A team from some region won the game. As I
disussed earlier, this luster is a mixture of \win" and \beat". The defeated
team and the title won by the winner will be generalized as the patient oth-
erwise. It is interesting to notie that the modiers in this luster hardly
provide any information about the time or loation of the game. They may
be onsidered too trivial to mention.
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 The third luster (size 15): Some players sored for their team. The time of
the goal and the title or position of the player an be generalized from the
modiers;
 The ninth luster (size 10): Some players' unsuessful attempts to make a
goal.
7.4.12 Storm
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
 The seond luster (size 30): An administrative distrit was hit by a storm.
Sine some storms, as the agents, are named (e.g., \Charley"), CASTle failed
to generalize them into a generi term. The time of the storm landing an be
generalized from the modiers;
 The third luster (size 18): People were killed by the storm. The number of
asualty is shown by the modiers;
 The fourth luster (size 17): The storm weakened. The modiers speify the
time when this happened.
 The eighth luster (size 15): The storm moved (out of the region). The
modiers show the path of the storm;
 The ninth luster (size 14): The damage aused by the storm. Modiers show
the magnitude of the damage.
7.4.13 Tennis
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
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 The rst luster (size 55):

Someone won a title. Similar to the ounterpart
luster in Soer Final, this luster does not provide information about time
or loation of the game;
 The seond luster (size 36): A luster split from the rst one;
 The third luster (size 32): This luster quotes the remarks of the player;
 The fourth luster (size 30): Someone served;
 The fth luster (size 15): Someone broke in ertain games;
 The sixth luster (size 14): Someone started something.
7.4.14 Terrorist Attak
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
 The seond luster (size 38): People were hurt or killed by the attak. The
nature of the attak, the number and nature of the vitims an be generalized
from the modiers. Again, limited by the apability of the modier extra-
tor, information about the site and time of the attak that an be otherwise
generalized is overshadowed by the nature of the attak;
 The third luster (size 15): Governments or organizations ondemned the
attak. The ountry of the governments is shown as modiers;
 The sixth luster (size 12): Politial leaders blamed the attak. This is ar-
guably a luster split from the third one;
 The seventh luster (size 12): The terrorists used ertain vehile as the means
of transportation.
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7.4.15 Volano
The aptured salient ations and salient aspets are:
 The third luster (size 25): A volano erupted. The time and site of the
eruption an be generalized from the modiers;
 The fth luster (size 16): The volano spewed lava. This an be seen as a
luster split from the seond. But it is also aeptable if we say this luster
is more about the details of the eruption: what materials did the volano
spewed (whih will lead to dierent levels of damage). The modiers also
show the time and site of this volani ativity;
 The ninth luster (size 11): People ed from the endangered region. The
number of people aeted an be generalized from the modier.
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Chapter 8
NUS Senario Corpus
One of the aademi ontributions of this thesis is a resoure for Senario Template
Creation researh. As far as I know, no orpus has been speially onstruted for the
task of STC. Researhers have been using several generi orpora for their STC ex-
periments. But these orpora have limited senarios represented (e.g., suession,
negotiation, rash and launh in MUC) and the distribution of artiles repre-
senting these senarios are heavily skewed. Meanwhile, only a few gold standard
senario templates are publily available, as part of MUC. These fats limit investi-
gation into STC and render any potential evaluation of automated STC statistially
insigniant, as well as making omparative evaluation diÆult. As part of this re-
searh, I have ompiled a set of input artiles with partial annotations, hoping that
this artile set ould spur further researh into the STC task.
For a orpus to be suitable for STC or related researh, it is highly desirable
to span diverse senarios. This is neessary to evaluate approahes if they laim to
be senario-independent. It is also helpful in revealing valuable features through
omparisons between senario-spei approahes. The presene of multiple STs
also gives room for further researh on the relations among dierent senarios. Ad-
ditionally, for eah senario, multiple artiles need to exist to represent the orret
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magnitude of both lexial and syntati variations STC systems will enounter.
Therefore, there are a few priniples to follow while onstruting suh a orpus:
1. The orpus should ontain multiple senarios;
2. For eah senario, there should exist multiple events. This ensures for the
same role in the senario dierent entities are involved, guaranteeing lexial
variation;
3. For eah event, there should exist multiple artiles written by dierent jour-
nalists. This inludes dierent ways to express the same semantis, apturing
syntati variation.
Aside from these onsiderations, there are an additional two issues to pay
attention to. One is that the opyright of the artiles should be respeted. As
a publily available material, the orpus should be free of any opyright-proteted
ontents whih may onstrain its availability. The other issue is the balane between
senarios. For the senarios in the orpus, the number of events should be similar
from one senario to another, and so should be the number of artiles for eah
event. This is to ensure that the senarios are omparable { no senarios should
have signiantly fewer artiles (and hene fewer lexial and syntatial variations)
than the rest.
Following these guidelines, I manually onstruted the Senario Corpus,
whih onsists of a Web portion, omplemented by a LexisNexis
r

portion.
The Web portion ontains news artiles retrieved from the websites of a few
news agents, as shown in Table 8.1. Not all online news agenies were found suit-
able for this data olletion task. The initial list of andidates were obtained by
querying Google
r

for websites related to the term \news". Among these andi-
dates, websites that 1) are truly online versions of news agents, and 2) provide free
news artiles extending bak 5 years, were seleted as soures for the data olle-
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News Agent URL
Amerian Broadasting Company abnews.go.om
Australian Broadasting Corporation www.ab.net.au/news
British Broadasting Corporation news.bb.o.uk
Cable News Network www.nn.om
Canadian Broadasting Corporation www.b.a/story
CBS Broadasting In. www.bsnews.om
Fox Broadasting Company www.foxnews.om
Guardian News & Media www.guardian.o.uk
New York Times query.nytimes.om
People's Daily english.people.om.n
Radio Telefs

Eireann www.rte.ie/news
Sydney Morning Herald www.smh.om.au
Taipei Times www.taipeitimes.om
The Daily Telegraph www.telegraph.o.uk/news
The Tribune www.tribuneindia.om
The Washington Post www.washingtonpost.om
USA Today www.usatoday.om
Table 8.1: List of some news agents with online news arhives
tion. The assumption is that if a news agent has been providing its news artiles
for free for suh a long time, it is likely to keep doing so indenitely, thus making
these artiles eetively free (for researh purposes).
After the soure news agents were xed, I started to selet the target se-
narios and ollet news artiles aordingly. The target senarios were seleted to
reet diversity { dierent domains were overed and suÆiently widely-reported
events exist for eah senario. The senario seletion was not entirely independent
of the artile olletion. Among the initially seleted senarios, there are a few
(e.g., Corporation Aquisition, Sientifi Disovery, et.) for whih I ould
not nd suÆient news artiles that would represent the desired number of event
instanes. This had impat on the senario seletion part suh that the senar-
ios with infrequent events or limited overage had to be replaed. A orpus of 15
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Domain Senario
business Layo
disaster (natural) Earthquake, Storm, Volano
disaster (tehnial) Airliner Crash, Fire, Road Aident, TerroristAttak
people Legal Cases, Obituary
politis Eletion
sports Soer Final, Tennis
tehnology Launh Event, Nobel
Table 8.2: Senarios in the NUS Senario Corpus
diverse senarios was the nal produt of this work, shown in Table 8.2.
The number of dierent news artiles olletible for a single event is on-
strained by a few fators. First, the event should be sensational enough so that it
is overed by news agents aross the world. Seond, at least several news agents
should have their own reports on the event instead of using a shared opy (e.g.,
AP newswire). Finally, these news agents should be willing to give free aess to
their online news artiles for an indenitely long time. Consequently, the number of
news artiles olletible for an event aets whether it should be taken as a typial
event of the senario. Under these onstraints, the goal for the artile olletion was
originally set to be 10 events for a senario and 5 artiles for an event. It turned
out to be a reasonable amount: In the end, I managed to ahieve so for most of the
15 senarios with few exeptions.
Artile olletion was a manual proess. For most of the news artiles, I ol-
leted them by querying Google
r

and Google's arhived news searh with pertinent
query terms, sometimes within the website of a speied news agent.
When olleting news artiles on one event, it is important to have multiple,
dierent versions that possibly ontain various surfae realizations of the same
semantis. Sine artiles from dierent news agents are not neessarily dierent {
they may draw from the same underlying soure (e.g. The Assoiated Press) { extra
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attention should be taken to see to that a new artile to be added not be idential
to any artile already in the olletion. In pratie, two artiles were onsidered
idential if they math word for word in at least the rst paragraph of the body.
Due to the inonsistent ongurations of dierent websites, to ahieve the
highest possible auray, tags indiating the title, byline, body and so on of the
olleted news artile were manually added. Other annotations, for example the
gold standard prediate argument tuple lusters for eah senario, are desribed in
the evaluation hapter of this thesis, for ease of referene. Java
r

APIs are also
provided with the orpus to failitate data (pre)proessing, the details about whih
are in the downloadable pakage of the orpus.
This senario orpus, whih I simply named as NUS Senario Corpus, an
be found on the website of our Web Information Retrieval / Natural Language
Proessing Group (WING).
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Chapter 9
Appliations
Not surprisingly, many NLP appliations an benet from the information provided
by STs' linguisti and semanti senario representations of senarios. Suh appli-
ations inlude Automated Text Summarization (ATS), Question Answering (QA),
and Information Extration (IE), whih I explore in this hapter. We already know
that automati STC is preferable for unseen senarios, saving human eort that
would otherwise be inurred. This hapter illustrates that the automated STs are
advantageous, even when their ounterpart manual STs have already been dened.
This is mainly beause of the linguisti senario representation of the former, i.e.,
the surfae realization information gleaned during the STC proess.
9.1 Semanti Similarities
In preparation for the disussions of automated STs' appliation, I rst introdue
three semanti similarity metris whih an be alulated based on automated STs.
The manual templates do not neessarily have the rih information to support suh
similarity alulations.
We have seen in Setion 6.3 that the linguisti representation of a senario
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is a set of PAT lusters. After the luster ltering proess, salient lusters are left
and eah luster orresponds to an salient ation of the senario. It is this level of
representation that supports the similarities desirable for NLP appliations. The
basis for these similarities is Equation 4.1, the PAT intrinsi similarity measure,
whih I dupliate here for ease of referene:
Sim(t
a
; t
b
) =
1

X
Sim(
a
; 
b
)
=ftarget;arg
shared
g
w
 :eq: target
target
:
Sentene-Senario Similarity. Researh on paraphrase reognition (sum-
marized earlier in Chapter 4) shows that the ombination of PATs extrated from a
sentene is a lose semanti approximation of the entire sentene. Therefore, they
an serve as the basis for sentene-related similarities. Apart from sentene-sentene
similarity for paraphrase reognition, sentene-senario similarity is another exam-
ple. To be preise, this similarity reets how likely a sentene S is part of a
desription of a senario S. It is alulated as:
Sim(S;S) =
1
jT j
X
t
i
2T
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j
2C
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j
)); (9.1)
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olletion of PATs that senten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is the olletion of salient PAT lusters of senario S, and the similarity between a
PAT t and a PAT luster  is a standard averaged group-wise similarity:
Sim(t; ) =
1
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X
t
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2
Sim(t; t
k
): (9.2)
For eah PAT in sentene S, Equation 9.1 greedily nds a PAT luster in T
most similar to it. This implies:
 The more a sentene S ontains PATs that represent important ations in a
senario S, the more likely that S is about S, or the more relevant S is to S;
 The more irrelevant PATs S has, the less relevant it is to S.
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Artile-Senario Similarity. If we simply model an artile A as a bag
of sentenes fS
k
g, the similarity between A and a senario S an be intuitively
alulated as:
Sim(A;S) =
1
jfS
k
gj
X
S
k
2A
Sim(S
k
;S): (9.3)
Toward one extreme, when an artile onsists of only ations in a senario,
the artile-senario similarity will be very high, indiating that the artile is in fat
about a partiular event of the senario. In more general ases where an artile has
more sentenes that are irrelevant to the senario, then the less the similarity sore
beomes, suggesting the artile is less likely about the senario.
Senario-Senario Similarity. From the PAT luster representations of
two senarios, we an disover similar ations they share, whih in turn lead to a
similarity measure between the two senarios.
The similarity between two PAT lusters, for example, two salient lusters
eah from one of the two senarios S
r
, S
s
under investigation, is alulated aording
to:
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where Sim(t; ) is obtained aording to Equation 9.2. This is used to reate a
ontingeny matrix, where eah ell stores a partiular similarity sore Sim(
p
; 
q
),
with 
p
and 
q
respetively ranging over all lusters of the two senarios. Then,
following a greedy proess similar to the ompetitive linking algorithm (Melamed,
2000), a one-to-one mapping between PAT lusters from the two individual senar-
ios M(S
r
;S
s
)  f(
p
; 
q
)g is formed. The mapping proess ensures that the pair
with higher similarity sore is always formed before less similar pairs, and the pairs
formed afterwards do not onit with existing pairs. This mapping thus has the
highest overall similarity sum, whih an be used to measure the similarity between
the two senarios:
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The basi text span is dened as the PAT in my experimental system. There-
fore I desribe all the above equations with respet to PATs. These equations an
be easily adapted to other denitions of text span as long as a text span does not
exeed sentene boundaries. With the alulation of these semanti similarities
established, we are now ready for disussions of STs' NLP appliations.
9.2 Automated Text Summarization
The task for Automati Text Summarization (ATS) systems is to analyze natural
language input and present the parts that best math an information need of a
user. For reviews on ATS, refer to (Radev, 1998) and (Mani, 2001).
STs are potentially helpful to both abstrative and extrative summariza-
tions. (Radev, 1998) and (White et al., 2000) desribe two multi-doument ab-
strative summarization systems that rely on nothing else but lled STs as input.
Typially, these STs are lled against a set of artiles on an event. After these
STs are merged, the slots in the resultant template are reeted in the summary
through Natural Language Generation (NLG) operations. The surfae realization
information in the ST's linguisti representation of the senario is a onvenient
resoure to help transform the slot llers into grammatial sentenes. Here auto-
mated STs an help abstrative summarization systems in two ways: 1) deteting
the SAs to present in the summary, and 2) providing surfae realization options
possibly unseen in the input texts.
I onduted an experiment to showase the feasibility of an ST-supported
extrative summarization system. The pseudo-ode of the ore operation is de-
sribed in Algorithm 3. This system an be viewed as a simplied version of the
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Algorithm 3 Summarize Artiles (As) by Senario Template (ST )
Sents all the sentenes in As
summary  NIL
for all PAT luster 's in ST do
nd the most similar sentene s from Sents
summary = summary + s
Sents = Sents  s
if summary:length > Summary:LengthLimitation then
break
return summary
aforementioned abstrative summarization systems. It does not require either the
IE proess to supply lled STs or the NLG operation to generate abstrative sum-
maries. Instead, it just uses the unlled ST, nds sentenes that are similar to it
aording to Equation 9.1, and onatenates the sentenes as the output summary.
I implemented suh a strawman system and I tested it using the test data
from the DUC '06 ompetition. The DUC test data provides artile lusters, eah
onerning a partiular event, and their individual model summaries. Following the
automati evaluation shema of DUC, the system is evaluated by to what extent
its summaries overlap with the model summaries, as measured by ROUGE (Lin,
2004).
The experimental results are shown in Table 9.1. The numbers in the paren-
theses in the table are the ranks this system would have onerning the individual
artile lusters when being ompared to the 35 peer systems partiipated in DUC
'06. Limited by the urrent senario inventory, only 6 artile lusters that have
orresponding STs are summarized. As small as the test set is, using just STs for
ATS to identify important sentenes reveals some of the strengths and weaknesses.
The strawman system did well for queries \EgyptAir Flight 990" and \bomb-
ing of US embassies in Afria". It aptured the SAs of these two event: the date,
site of the rash, the owner, type of the airraft, the number of the asualty, et. for
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Query Rouge-2 (rank) Rouge-su4 (rank)
EgyptAir Flight 990 0.1208(3) 0.1538(3)
bombing of US embassies in Afria 0.1357(1) 0.1785(7)
terrorist attaks in Chehnya 0.0598(21) 0.1097 (23)
eletion of Vladimir Putin in 2000 0.0538(32) 0.1117(28)
rash of the Air Frane Conorde 0.0813(23) 0.1477(15)
Table 9.1: DUC '06 results of a prototypial summarization system supported by
senario templates, ranked against 35 other peer systems.
the rst event and the type of the attak, the number, nationality of the asualty,
the means of transportation of the terrorists, et. for the seond event. These make
a important portion of the model summaries.
However, the system did not generate highly ompetitive summaries for the
other three queries. This reveals a weak point of this system: it fouses on the
SAs of the events themselves but draws limited attention to the bakground in-
formation, whih is highly valued by humans. For the query \terrorist attaks in
Chehnya", for example, the summary ontains mentionings about a few onits
and the overall asualty suered by the Russian federal troops. However, it does
not over suÆiently the politial bakground of these battles. Similar for \eletion
of Vladimir Putin in 2000", the model summaries yield good overage of the biog-
raphy of Putin, whih is missing from the system summary. As for the query \rash
of the Air Frane Conorde", the system was ignorant of the fat that there was an
unusual airraft involved. It ignored the bakground introdution to Conorde, on
whih model summaries spend half of their words on average. Generally speaking,
this suggests that an ST-supported module may not be suÆient enough to be used
as a summarization system by itself. Its ability to apture the SAs of events needs
to be ombined with systems that are better at identifying neessary bakground
information.
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9.3 Question Answering
Question Answering (QA) systems provide an exat answer to natural language
questions posed by users. They dier from information retrieval (IR) systems in
that a preise answer is given rather than a relevant set of douments.
One of the most suessful worldwide ompetitions on QA is the QA trak
of the Text REtrieval Conferene (TREC). One of their question types, \other", is
to be answered by anything \interesting" enough about a speied topi (Voorhees,
2004). For example, for a TREC 2006 topi: \tourists massared at Luxor in 1997",
the model answers to the \other" question over the time, loation, perpetrators
as well as the number, the nationality, et. of the vitims. A omplementary
ompetition, the Global Autonomous Language Exploitation (GALE) program,
fouses on getting information from heterogeneous resoures. Some of its speied
question types suh as to desribe attaks in Y or list fats about event
X represent information needs similar to that of TREC: information that is ruial
to outline the events and whih annot be fully overed by a few phrases. Questions
of these types fous on events, and are the fous of this setion beause we believe
that they are most likely question type to benet from the use of STs.
From the TREC and GALE programs, a typial QA pipeline arhiteture
has emerged. It is omposed of three major operations. The rst one is query
proessing. It analyzes the question, identies its type and the ategory of the
expeted answer. This information helps the orret strategies be taken for the
subsequent operations. To address the possible gap between a user's information
need and his input question, query expansion is usually arried out as part of
query proessing. The seond operation is passage retrieval. Here passages, whih
ould be paragraphs or sentenes, are extrated from the relevant artiles if they are
judged to ontain answers to the input question. The last operation is alled answer
proessing, where the nal answer is formed for output. For the questions we are
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interested in, the answers will onsist omplete sentenes. Sentene simpliation
may be invoked afterwards over the seleted sentenes when onise answers are
preferred.
Having an ST as a new resoure opens an unique way to aomplish the
QA task. In partiular, having STs failitates both query expansion and passage
retrieval.
9.3.1 ST for Query Expansion
The goal of query expansion is to bridge the gap between a user's question and
the intended information need. New terms are introdued to the original question
to ahieve this. Suessful approahes inlude Relevane Feedbak (Salton and
Bukley, 1990) and those dependent on thesauri.
The key to a suessful query expansion is to nd terms that are similar
or semantially related to what are in the input question. The thesaurus-based
approahes, by design, suggest similar terms. On the other hand, the relevane
feedbak sheme reveals words that frequently o-our with the query terms. But
they are either similar or related and it is not lear whih ase a new term is being
seleted for. In omparison, STs ontain suÆient information to tell whether the
suggested terms are similar or related to the query terms. This distintion between
the similar and the related is desirable for many query term weighting shemes.
The ability of STs to dierentiate similar and related expansion terms omes
from their linguisti representation. Eah salient PAT luster denotes an important
ation of a senario, and eah PAT instane in suh a luster is a pratial realization
of the important ation. Therefore, all the prediates in this luster are synonyms,
all their agents are similar, and so are their patients. This internal view of a PAT
luster gives a few small but senario-spei synonym sets. When a question
ontains ertain terms that fall into suh a set, the rest of the terms in the set are
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ready expansion andidates.
Looking beyond a single PAT luster, the set of salient PAT lusters of a
senario represent its important ations. There is no doubt that these ations are
semantially related to eah other, in the ontext of this senario. Analogously,
the prediates, agents and patients in these PAT lusters are also semantially
related. Generally speaking, a semanti role generalized from eah PAT luster,
being either the prediate, the agent or the patient, is semantially related to every
other generalized semanti role in the other salient PAT lusters. For instane,
in the Airliner Crash senario, there are PAT lusters for ations \rash" and
\kill". Their generalized semanti roles are airraft, rash and people, (being) killed,
whih are all to a ertain extent semantially related to eah other in this partiular
senario. Suppose a user happens to use \airplane" and \rash" as two query terms.
The orresponding PAT luster is CRASH. Terms representing the semanti roles
from the luster KILL will be expansion terms that are related rather than similar
to the original query terms. Thus a senario-dependent and highly relevant query
expansion is ahieved by inluding terms that are either similar or semantially
related to the original query terms.
Figure 9.1 shows the struture of a baseline QA system
1
, augmented with
suh an ST query expansion module (within the dashed-line retangle). In the
system, an IR engine rst aepts the output of a query proessor and retrieves a
small set of relevant douments with relatively high ondene. Using the Artile-
Senario Similarity measure (Equation 9.3), the orret ST, if it exists, is identied
by the ST module. As explained, a similar set and a relevant set of andidate terms
are found separately. The resulting terms an be seleted to form an expanded query
that embodies a more informative query to the QA system.
In this experiment, I only selet expansion terms that are drawn from the
1
All the experiments desribed in this setion were onduted on a QA system developed by
the Natural Language Proessing Group at Columbia University.
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Figure 9.1: Senario Template Module for Query Expansion in a QA pipeline.
most dominant prediate of the most salient PAT luster of two most relevant
STs. This is a onservative way to modify the original query. As simple as it is,
this preliminary ST-based query-expansion module produed enouraging results.
Table 9.2 shows that when the orret STs are identied (Eletion for query #1,
for instane), plausible terms (\win") an be suggested for improved preision and
reall.
It is worthwhile to have a few words on what terms oered by STs should a-
tually be seleted for query expansion. STs are apable of query expansion beause
they ontain realized instanes of a set of important ations of a senario. In other
words, they store a variety of instanes of eah semanti role of these important
ations. Dierent prediates of the same PAT luster are not event-dependent and
therefore are safe as expansion terms. On the other hand, for both the agents and
patients, in these instanes we would see ommon nouns as well as Named Enti-
ties. Generally speaking, NEs are event-dependent and should be avoided for query
expansion. Common nouns are normally as safe as prediates, but for partiular
queries this is no longer the ase.
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P R Mapped Expansion P R
Query Text baseline Senarios Terms aug'ed
1) The Hamas vitory in
Palestinian parliamentary
eletions
.29 .28 Tennis,
Eletion
win .31 .30
2) Appearane of human
ases of bird u in China
.20 .23 Tennis,
Earthquake
win,kill .14 .11
3) Plots or attaks against
US soldiers in Kuwait
.34 .14 AirlinerCrash,
Earthquake
rash,
kill
.22 .05
4) hunger strikes by Pales-
tinians in Israeli jails
.36 .35 Tennis, Fire win, kill .40 .39
Table 9.2: Senario templates for Query Expansion: improved performane when
relevant senarios are identied.
Suppose there is a query on aviation disasters where a heliopter is involved.
If a senario of \heliopter disaster" exists, either of the ommon nouns \heliopter"
and \hopper" whih are instanes of the agent of the ation \rash" an be a
suitable expansion term if the original query does not use it. However, when the
most spei senario template is aviation disaster where all kinds of airrafts
are relevant, not all the ommon nouns about them are qualied as expansion terms
unless they refer to a heliopter.
9.3.2 ST for Passage Retrieval
In a QA system, passage retrieval extrats passages (often, individual sentenes)
ontaining the answer from relevant douments returned by the IR engine.
The passages to be retrieved are supposed to ontain the answer to the
queries. Therefore, they are related to the query terms. Intuitively, query terms
should appear in these passages. This is in fat the underlying assumption of most
passage retrieval tehniques. For example, (Light et al., 2002) use simple word
overlap to rank andidate sentenes. In addition to that, (Ittyheriah, Franz, and
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Roukos, 2001) onsider synonyms, the patterns of words as well as dependeny ars
in both the question and the andidate sentenes. Introduing dependeny relation
mathing into passage retrieval overomes the bag-of-words approah's drawbak
of overlooking the interation among words. However, strit dependeny relation
mathing mistakenly penalizes valid variations. (Cui et al., 2005) propose soft pat-
tern mathing to address this. So far, all these approahes fousing on alulating
a mathing sore between the question and the andidate sentenes. This works
satisfatorily for fatoid and list questions beause the answer usually lies in the
sentenes where the query terms appear. However, for denition questions whih
require a rih set of information, suh as the fats about the query topi, suh
sentenes no longer oer suÆient overage.
As with query expansion, related words ould be used to supplement words
similar to the original query terms to enhane reall. (Kosseim et al., 2006) ollet
target-spei interest marking terms { basially o-ourring NEs { from relevant
Wikipedia artiles through web searh. The appearane of suh NEs with high
Wikipedia artile frequeny boosts the rank of the hosting sentene in their QA
passage retrieval module.
One an add STs as a soure for suh knowledge. After nding the relevant
senario, similar PATs to these lusters an be retrieved, using the PAT-luster
similarity measure (Equation 9.2). Finally, the hosting sentenes of these top PATs
would form a set that overs all the important ations of the senario.
In ontrast to approahes emphasizing query-andidate sentene similarity,
the ST-based approah has the advantage of also apturing the ontent pertinent
to (but not neessarily similar to) the query terms. Often, some sentenes that
disuss interesting aspets of a query topi do not have the query terms in them.
Nevertheless, these sentenes are equally desirable to answer suh denition ques-
tions. In this respet, the passage retrieval approahes based on STs may oer
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Figure 9.2: Senario Template Module ating as a Passage Retriever in a QA
pipeline.
a omplementary alternative to similarity-oriented approahes. If we do not use
STs but instead onsult other external resoures, we still may expand the resulting
overage. However, when the external resoures over a dierent distribution of
events and entities, using suh expansion terms may deteriorate passage retrieval
results.
An illustrative QA system with an ST passage retrieval module is shown in
Figure 9.2. It is designed for suh denition questions on events. In situations where
ompatness is preferred, operations suh as sentene simpliation or sentene
fusion (Barzilay and MKeown, 2005) should be added as needed.
9.4 Information Extration
Information Extration is a task to extrat text spans representing information of
pre-dened semanti ategories from free format texts. MUC-7 (Chinhor, 1998)
denes two IE tasks: 1) the senario-independent, template element (TE) task and
2) the senario-dependent, senario template (ST) task. The target of the TE task
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is entities, regardless of their relation with other entities or their atual role in any
event. The ST task requires attributes beyond the semanti ategory of entities
to be satised. To be extrated in an ST task, the entities stritly have to play
the speied roles in the event. For example, in the following sentene from a
newswire artile on a presidential eletion, both \Nestor Kirhner" and \Niolas
Sarkozy" would be extrated as PERSON for TE task but only the latter should
be extrated as the WINNER for an ST task about the senario Eletion. The
organizer of the Automati Content Extration (Doddington et al., 2004) ompe-
tition denes similar tasks, namely, Entity Detetion and Reognition, and Event
Detetion Reognition.
Argentine President Nestor Kirhner on Monday ongratulated Frane's
President-elet Niolas Sarkozy on his vitory in the presidential run-o
Sunday.
May 08, 2007 People's Daily On-line
Statistial approahes to senario-dependent IE tasks (inluding those ap-
proahes not partiularly designed for but appliable to suh tasks) aim to learn
the senario-dependent relations between entities. A variety of entity relations have
been investigated and shown to be helpful. Examples inlude o-ourrene (Xiao,
Chua, and Cui, 2004), dependeny (Culotta and Sorensen, 2004; Maslennikov, Goh,
and Chua, 2006), syntati (Zhang et al., 2006), semanti (Surdeanu et al., 2003),
and disourse relations (Maslennikov and Chua, 2007). In terms of entity relation
types, my urrent implementation of the CASTle system tries to apture the seman-
ti relations, plus the modier-modiee relations derived from syntati relations.
These relations are among those already investigated and shown to be beneial.
An automated-ST-supported IE system (or what I all an ASTIE system)
is an un-supervised, instane-based learner. It does not require annotated training
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data but works based on the output of unsupervised STC systems. This gives the
ASTIE system its edge, sine the PAT lusters reated by CASTle (or other similar
resultant verb-entri text span lusters) literally ontain dierent examples of how
the target entities and their relations are realized in real texts. In ontrast, manual
STs provide only limited realization examples just for illustration's purpose.
An ASTIE system involves three steps. The rst is senario identiation
{ identifying the right ST (denoted as S) to use. In an experimental setting,
the senario an be assumed given. But in some real-world situations where this
information is not expliitly provided, we need to map the input artile(s) to a
ertain senario (Equation 9.3). Trained on the same input artiles that CASTle
uses in the experiments, rainbow, the doument lassiation front-end to the Bow
library (MCallum, 1996), an ahieve lose to perfet performane mapping unseen
artiles to their orret senario. Alternatively, when only the STs of the senarios
are available, this mapping ould be done by the ST-based artile-senario similarity
measure. A preliminary experiment shows this ST based artile-senario mapping
has an auray of about 60%.
The seond step is to apture the relevant text spans, in our disussion, the
PATs that host the target entities. The andidate PATs are those extratable from
the input relevant artiles. For eah salient PAT luster of S one an take its most
similar PAT from the andidates (Equation 9.2). Thus a list of PATs is generated.
As in the template overage experiment disussed in Setion 7.3, suh a seletion
of PATs an be expeted to over a reasonable portion of the entities that are
pertinent to the senario in question.
The third step is the entity extration step. While the seond step ensures
the entities in the seleted PATs are losely related, the rih realization information
found in the luster assoiated with the latter ould make the extration even more
seletive. Suppose a seleted PAT t has an agent, but the majority in the assoiated
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do not. This dierene suggests to extrat only the patient of t, as the agent may not
be very important (as enough to appear in most of suh news artiles). Similarly,
if most of the PATs in  have a temporal phrase modifying the prediate, it an be
a hint to extrat the same modier of the prediate of t if it exists.
After the entities are extrated, the nal step is to label whih expeted
semanti ategories they orrespond to. One way is to use the example entities
provided as semanti ategory instanes and assign the extrated entities to their
most similar ategory. If human intervention is allowed, we an perform manual
mapping to ensure high auray.
Limited by the aess to a proper test data set, no prototype output is shown
for this appliation.
9.5 Disussion
We have seen that STs an be applied to Automated Text Summarization, Question
Answering and Information Extration. This is mainly based on the linguisti
representation of senarios provided by the STs: the PATs altogether show rih
realization examples of all the important ations of eah senario. In partiular, the
relatedness among words aptured by STs are senario-dependent. Consequently,
they ould be more aurate than other approahes based on senario-independent
external resoures.
STs are reated from real newswire artiles reporting their senarios. Thus
they ould be more aurate at suggesting extra query terms than other relatedness-
based query expansion tehniques. This is beause the expansion terms based on
STs' PAT lusters are guaranteed to be relevant with respet of the event of interest.
For example for a query for \fats about the aident of Conorde", the Airliner
Crash template will rank \rash" and \kill" in front of the andidate list for query
expansion. On the other hand, relatedness-based approahes, whih nd related
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terms over a wider olletion of artiles, will more likely regard some ordinary
ativities and entities assoiated with the airraft as seemingly better hoies.
An ST-based approah to ATS, QA or IE has signiant limitations though.
I disuss several points.
First, it is only appliable to senarios already in the senario inventory.
When the topi to proess is not an event, for instane the topi \the judiial
system of the United States", STs provide no help.
Sometimes the topi is an event but not in the senario inventory. In suh
ases, if an existing ST is similar enough to the topi, it is still possible to draw
useful information from this ST. For example urrently we do not have an ST for
the senario \ferry rash". If there is a query about this senario, we would nd
Airliner Crash as a very similar senario through the Artile-Senario Similarity
measure (Equation 9.3). Although being not exatly the template for the senario
\ferry rash", this ST orretly suggests to look for information about the rash of
a vehile and the asualty this aident might have aused. If even suh a similar
senario is not available, the ST module fails to help.
Seond, throughout this hapter I assume there is a single event in the artile
set for either the ATS or the QA task. Under this assumption, it is safe to extrat
only one sentene for eah important ation (a PAT luster) of an ST, knowing that
this would be a reasonable overage of the salient aspets of the event. However,
when the artile set mentions multiple events of this senario, in most ases multiple
instanes of eah of the important ations should be extrated in order to over all
of these events. An example question from the GALE test set is \bombing of US
embassies in Afria". As a satisfatory answer to this query, it must enumerate
every suh aident in the orpus, or at least those in the retrieved artiles.
Finally, to adapt the ST module to this multiple-event situation, named
entity detetion should be applied to separate one event from another by identifying
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the dierent partiipants of eah event. However, there remain some problems. For
example, it is not always reliable to tell whether multiple mentionings of the same
ation belong to one or several events even if NEs are orretly identied. The
diÆulty lies in the ommon nouns that might appear as partiipants together
with NEs. For instane, it is not easy for omputers to tell whether \a military
airraft" and \the Boeing 737" refer to the same entity. So it is not lear how many
aidents there atually are even it is established that both are said to have rash
in their own sentene.
In my opinion, to deal with multiple events is muh more diÆult when
ompared with the single event situation beause there are a few assumptions we
make for single-event ases that beome invalid when the number of events hanges
from one to two or more.
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Chapter 10
Conlusion
The topi of this thesis has been Senario Template Creation, with a fous on
textual similarity. I have investigated how to model the extrinsi similarity of
texts and how to use it to omplement the intrinsi textual similarity. We know
that a word normally has multiple senses and the orret interpretation of the word
depends on not only the word itself but also its ontext. This proess is ompliated
enough to make word sense disambiguation (WSD) itself an ative researh problem.
Similarly, while we alulate the similarity between multiple-word text spans, we
need to take their ontextual information into onsideration. I have proposed a
framework whih systematially integrates their intrinsi and extrinsi similarities
and shows a performane superior to that of the baseline approahes whih lak
ontextual hints.
This researh onsists of a few parts. First, I hypothesized the ontent in
freeform texts an be approximated by using just the embedded prediate argument
tuples (PATs). I applied this idea to the paraphrase reognition (PR) problem and
suessfully validated this hypothesis. Meanwhile, an empirially evaluated module
for PAT similarity alulation was obtained. What this similarity module aounts
for is the intrinsi similarity of text spans (the PATs). Seond, I proposed a novel
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ontext model whih serves as the basis for the extrinsi similarity alulation. In
my model, only a seletion of the surrounding texts will be taken as useful on-
texts. These ontexts ontribute dierently to the extrinsi similarity of text spans,
depending on their relation with the text spans in question. Finally, extrinsi sim-
ilarity alulation is ombined with intrinsi similarity alulation in the proposed
framework, namely Context Sensitive Clustering (CSC).
In the remainder of this hapter, I highlight the ontributions of the thesis.
Setion 10.2 then points out the limitations of the proposed framework and my
urrent implementation. I onlude this thesis with some future researh diretions
with respet to STC in Setion 10.3 and some omments on ontext regarding NLP
researh problems in general in Setion 10.4.
10.1 Contributions
10.1.1 Intrinsi Textual Similarity
The rst ontribution of this thesis is an intrinsi similarity measure for text spans.
STC requires the ommonalities among news artiles on events of the same senario
be deteted. The key is to alulate sub-sentene level textual similarity. The
diÆulties lie in the fat that there exist many valid lexial and syntati variations
to onvey the same meaning in natural language. I employed a statistial thesaurus
(Lin, 1998a), WordNet (Miller, 1995), and a semanti role labeler (SRL) (Pradhan
et al., 2004) to normalize the lexial and syntati variations, respetively. These
tools helped me to reate a module alulating the intrinsi similarity of PATs
(extrated by the SRL) by linearly ombining the similarities of the PATs' mathing
omponents (provided by the thesauri).
The suessful experiments over the Mirosoft
r

Paraphrase Corpus (Brok-
ett and Dolan, 2005) supported the hypothesis that sentenes an be semantially
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represented by their PATs: two sentenes are deemed a paraphrase unless there
remain unpaired, signiant PATs. In these experiments, PATs were paired up
based on the above mentioned intrinsi similarity module. This similarity module
for PATs was thus proved to be highly aurate at deteting equivalent PATs.
10.1.2 Context Representation
It is lear from the motivating example in Chapter 5 that sometimes the ontextual
information is very important, even indispensable when we want to further improve
the textual similarity alulation. Contexts have to be properly modeled before they
an have an impat on similarity alulation.
The seond ontribution of this thesis is my model to apture the disrimi-
nating ontexts of the PATs out of their surrounding tokens. Speially, the PATs
in the same artile serve as the ontexts to eah other as long as their arguments are
semantially similar. Aording to this denition: 1) valid ontexts are no longer
onned by rigid n-word windows or the boundaries of the host sentene; 2) words
are ontexts not beause of their viinity but their relatedness to the PAT at in-
terest; and 3) there would be fewer irrelevant words in the ontexts after ordinary
surrounding words are ltered out.
An additional attribute of my new ontext model is that it distinguishes and
treats a PAT's ontextual PATs dierently, aording to the ontextual relation
linking them. I argued this is desirable among similar ontextual PATs beause only
those PATs that are similarly onneted to their target PAT should suggest similar
target PATs. Putting it in another way, similar ontextual PATs do not neessarily
suggest similar target PATs when they are dierently onneted to their own target
PAT { this is analogous to the fat that dissimilar ontextual PATs should not be
taken as evidene for similar target PATs even they are similarly onneted to their
target PAT.
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So this ontext model allows one to apture and use ontexts more seletively
and preisely. In this thesis, a standalone experiment revealed the orrelation be-
tween PAT semanti similarity and the resultant PAT extrinsi similarity. The
appliation to the STC task also demonstrated its plausibility. It is likely that
other NLP appliations suh as WSD an benet as well.
10.1.3 Textual Similarity Framework
The third ontribution of this thesis is a framework for textual similarity, aounting
for both the intrinsi and extrinsi similarities. The proposed ontext model lays
the ground for the ontexts to play their role in textual similarity alulation by
ontributing to the extrinsi similarity, whih this framework turns into pratie.
Aording to my ontext representation, there are two speial issues in my
similarity alulation. One is that how the ontextual PATs onnet to their own
target PAT needs to be dierentiated during the alulation. With the assistane
of the ontextual model, the framework dierentiates ontextual PATs by their
ontextual relations to the target PATs.
The seond issue is that the similarity alulation should be, by nature,
an iterative proess. During PAT similarity alulation, we need the similarity
between ontextual PATs, partiularly when they are similarly onneted to the
target PATs. This auxiliary similarity's alulation atually involves the target
PATs' similarity, sine the ontextual relation is bi-diretional. Thus these two
similarities gradually onverge to their real value through an iterative proess where
they improve alternatively, using eah other to alulate the extrinsi similarity.
The similarity framework I proposed is alled Context Sensitive Clustering,
an adaptation of the Alternating Optimization method (Bezdek and Hathaway,
2002). It systematially integrates the intrinsi and extrinsi similarities. More
importantly, it elegantly aommodates the two issues speial to the new on-
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text representation. Experimental results showed this framework outperformed the
baseline systems. Originally devised for STC's text span similarity problem, CSC
is nonetheless a generi lustering algorithm that is appliable to other lustering
problems, even those beyond the realm of NLP.
10.1.4 Senario Corpus
Last but not least, as an important outome of this researh, I onstruted and
released the rst orpus designed for STC researh: the NUS Senario Corpus.
This orpus is omposed of online newswire artiles about senarios ranging from
natural or tehnologial disasters, sports mathes, layos to politial eletions. It
is a balaned orpus in the sense that eah senario has similar amount of repre-
senting events and artiles. Furthermore, arefully prepared annotations for all the
senarios are also provided.
10.2 Limitations of This Researh
While my work ontributes signiantly in advaning the state of the art in STC, I
need to state some of the limitations of my urrent work. Some of the limitations
are in the framework itself, preventing it from being applied to a larger spetrum
of appliations. Others are aused by the way it is urrently implemented, or the
omponent NLP tools used in the framework's implementation.
Reliane on Contextual Relation. As a generi lustering algorithm,
CSC's main limitation is its spei reliane on ontextual relations. The assump-
tion is that there are ontextual relations and that a measure of the similarity
between these ontextual relations an be dened. Furthermore, suh ontextual
relations are used in ontext detetion whih also diretly aets the extrinsi simi-
larity. Without suh ontextual relations, some of the omputations might beome
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futile. Taking ontext-based WSD approahes as an example, normally they take
surrounding words as the ontexts and the implied ontextual relations are invari-
ably \in viinity", whih is hardly dierentiating. As disussed earlier in subse-
tion 10.1.2, in this ase target words will have idential extrinsi similarity as long
as they share some ontext words.
EÆieny. My implementation of the CSC algorithm is urrently not om-
putationally eÆient, partiularly when the elements are ontextually onneted to
many other elements. In the Assignment Step, re-assigning one element involves
heking against all the lusters that are ontextually onneted to all the ontex-
tual lusters of that element. Suppose there are m elements in total, eah of whih
onnet to n ontextual elements on average. There would be O(mn
2
) omparisons.
Also onsidering AO method is not guaranteed to give a global optimum, multiple
runs might be neessary to obtain a satisfatory outome, the input to CSC has to
be within a reasonable size. Suitable optimization will make the omputation more
tratable for larger datasets, but that is not the fous of this work.
Reliane on SRL. As to the urrent STC system, CASTle, the text spans
it lusters are the PATs extrated by the SRL. Consequently, only those ontents
that are realized as verbal phrases are handled by the system. Others are missed if
they are nominalized, or represented as opular strutures, et. A possible solution
to alleviate this problem is to speially apture suh strutures and alulate
their similarity to the PATs, as is done in the study of the Paraphrase Reognition
problem (Chapter 4).
Limited Inferene Power. Finally, the system has limited inferene power.
When suh power is needed to reveal ertain semanti similarity, the system will fail
to output a reasonable intrinsi similarity, perhaps even too small for the extrinsi
similarity to ompensate. Two example PATs are \a few people died" and \a few
bodies were found". Based on asual observation of the news artiles, suh ases
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seem to our less often in the STC task. If neessary, additional inferene systems
suh as a logi prover (Moldovan et al., 2003) have to be integrated to solve this
problem.
10.3 Diretions for Future Work
Apart from addressing some of the existing limitations, there are some other inter-
esting diretions to pursue as future work.
Constrained by the available tools, only two types of ontextual relations are
urrently enoded: argument similarity and position similarity. Sine ontextual
relations are a very important aspet in the proposed framework, the impat on the
performane of the STC system annot be over-estimated. Therefore a key part in
the future work is to improve this ontextual relation representation.
 One diretion is to rene the argument similarity at the lexial level, onvert-
ing it into several more spei similarities suh as the similarity between the
agent of one PAT and the patient of the other. Similarly, at the lexial level,
a new ontextual relation ould be dened as the path linking the prediates
of the two PATs on an ontology of verbs;
 Another diretion is to inlude information at the disourse level. The dis-
ourse relation between two PATs an be regarded as a ontextual relation,
too. With the reent release of the gold standard annotation of disourse
relations (Prasad et al., 2006), tools providing suh information should be
available soon.
Additional ontextual relations an potentially lead to more aurate extrin-
si similarity. But aution should be taken when formulating how to ombine them,
espeially when suh relationships are only sparsely represented between PATs.
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For this researh on STC, a relatively less studied sub-problem is generaliza-
tion. I implemented the algorithm desribed in (Tseng et al., 2006), modied it to
suit the STC task, and showed some promising generalization results in Chapter 7.
However, as disussed there, a PAT luster usually has a set of synonymous pred-
iates, sets of similar NEs and ommon nouns as agents and patients, and sets of
modiers of them representing quite a few semanti ategories. The implemented
algorithm relies on WordNet and does not fully address the generalization prob-
lem in STC. As it is suh an important proess in a STC pipeline, an alternative,
possibly rather dierent approah to this sub-problem is denitely worthwhile the
eorts.
STs reet the essene of dierent senarios and therefore are good andi-
dates to build a Senario Taxonomy. This researh make it possible to automatially
reate STs. Together with the senario similarity measure (Equation 9.5), a se-
nario taxonomy an be onstruted (through hierarhial lustering, for instane)
with little human intervention. One problem needs to be solved before any rea-
sonably large taxonomy an result: there should be enough senarios represented
in the input orpus. This highlights the neessity of expanding the existing NUS
Senario Corpus and also alls for researh as to how to arry that out eÆiently.
10.4 Conluding Remarks
Natural languages are an amazing reation of human beings, brewed over millennia
and nourished by various soures. They are beautiful and they are ompliated.
Nonetheless, we, as humans, manage to handle all the tasks required to generate
and understand them well almost without realizing any eort involved.
Now we have started to delegate these tasks to omputers for eÆieny. We
have already seen appliations at various linguisti levels. From the basi lexion
level, searh engines are dominating our daily internet usage; at the syntax level,
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parsers are revealing usable sentene strutures; at the semanti level, omputers
are generating paraphrases, answering questions, summarizing artiles; and at the
disourse level they are even drawing rhetori strutures for entire artiles; et.
However, the performane of the appliations toward the higher end are largely
unsatisfatory, lagging behind human beings as their understanding of the texts
are still preliminary.
People have proposed many insightful ideas to address this problem. For me,
leveraging the ontext is among the most attrative ones. This is beause natural
languages are by nature ambiguous. I an hardly imagine a human who is able to
resolve every natural language ambiguity without referring to any ontext. And
there is no reason to expet omputers to ahieve that, either. So sooner or later,
we will need to integrate ontextual information into our NLP solutions to emulate
the way we ourselves interpret natural languages.
I deem this researh an endeavor in this diretion. It aims to bring ontextual
information more aessible to NLP appliations. By suggesting the ontexts be
dierentiated by their relations with the text span at interest, this researh gives
a new perspetive to understand ontexts. The utmost goal of this researh is to
ontribute to, as I hope, our eorts to fully understand how we organize text, and
eventually how we handle our languages so elegantly.
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